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PROPOSITIONS 

1. The combined use of linkage disequilibrium and linkage analysis provides a 

powerful method to narrow down the confidence interval of the QTL. 

(This thesis) 

2. Genetic analysis of discrete traits can be easily accomplished if the phenotype 

is a clear reflection of the genotype. (This thesis) 

3. Breeders should set aside lines in which growth rate is stabilized but selection 

for other broiler traits continues. 

4. With controlled feeding of broilers becoming a growing trend it is important to 

sell it as welfare friendly management style to the general public. This means 

getting the right message across which is "controlling growth" not "restricted 

feed'.... 

5. Tell me and I'll forget; show me and I may remember; involve me and I'll 

understand. Chinese proverb 

6. Agriculture policy in the EU today, ". . . is increasingly focusing on quality 

rather than quantity". 

7. Pulmonary Hypertension Syndrome -a common condition in factory-raised 

broilers- causes severe distress. 

Proposition for the PhD thesis 

"Pulmonary Hypertension Syndrome In chicken: Peeking under QTL Peaks" 

TarikjRffl6ie, Wageningen Vniversity, 13 <Decem6er, 2004. 
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General Introduction 



General Introduction 

Pulmonary hypertension syndrome (PHS) is a leading cause of mortality and 

monetary losses to the poultry industry. PHS is the result of chronic pulmonary 

hypertension in the broiler chicken. Research within mammalian models has indicated 

that human isn't the only species that is susceptible to congestive heart failure—the 

heart's inability to maintain adequate blood flow to tissues. Chickens, particularly 

broilers, have a similar condition called ascites. Ascites is not a disease; it is a 

condition in which excess amount of ascitic fluids (a combination of lymph and blood 

plasma which has leaked from the liver) accumulate in the abdominal cavity which 

has prompted the common name "water belly". Ascites is more scientifically known 

as Pulmonary Hypertension Syndrome, PHS. Luger et al. (2003) found that in ascitic 

broilers, the composition of the abdominal cavity fluid was fairly similar to that of the 

plasma (in osmolarity, total protein, and albumin concentrations), suggesting a 

deficiency in the selective permeability of the blood vessels. These findings resemble 

those in cirrhotic human patients with ascites (Parving et al. 1977a,b; Henriksen et al. 

2001). The leak of plasma fluid out of the blood vessels due to increased pulmonary 

hypertension and central venous congestion are symptoms found both in humans 

(Henriksen et al. 2001) and in broilers (Wideman 2000). 

The problem has been around for about 20 years in birds grown at high altitudes. 

But in the last decade, it has become a problem everywhere. The incidence of ascites 

has increased worldwide over the past several years. This increase coincides with 

ongoing genetic and nutritional improvements in the areas of growth rate and feed 

efficiency. Meat-type chickens are selected for growth rate and muscle mass. Due to 

very successful genetic selection techniques, growth rate has increased at a rate of 4 to 

5% per year over the past 30 years (Havenstein et al. 1994; Julian 2000). Along with 

this selection for rapid growth there has been an increased selection for muscle mass 

(particularly breast muscle mass) without a comparable increase in organ size (Julian 

2000). Illustrative for this strong selection is the fact that a 2kg bird took 56 days to 

produce in 1976 while it can now be produced in less then 42 days. 

The Cause of Ascites 

Pulmonary hypertension occurs when the heart is unable to push sufficient blood 

through the lungs (pulmonary), thereby significantly increasing the blood pressure 

(hypertension). In broiler chickens, the condition often leads to death, because of their 

tendency to consume large quantities of feed and grow very rapidly, which in turn 

results in an extremely high demand for oxygen. Generally, the bird's cardiovascular 

system can accommodate this demand, with the heart efficiently pushing blood 
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through the lungs, where oxygen exchange occurs. When there is an increased 

demand for oxygen, the heart essentially pushes the blood through the lungs harder to 

increase the amount of oxygen available to the bird's metabolism. Because the lung 

volume and cardiovascular volume within the lung tissue is fixed, there comes a point 

at which the lung can no longer accommodate any more blood being supplied by the 

heart. The heart will enlarge due to both pressure and, with time, hypertrophy of the 

muscles due to the hard pumping activity. Further upstream, the blood vessels will 

also enlarge, causing the excessive buildup of fluid in the liver (passive liver 

congestion) and blood vessels on the intestines to become prominent. Because blood 

vessels are also quite leaky, fluid will leak out into the body cavity. 

Cardiovascular System 

Birds have a very efficient cardiovascular system that permits them to meet the 

metabolic demands of flight. The cardiovascular system not only delivers oxygen to 

body cells (and removes metabolic wastes) but also plays an important role in 

maintaining a bird's body temperature. The avian cardiovascular system consists of a 

respiratory system, and a circulation system (heart and blood vessels). The heart 

pumps blood and the blood vessels channel and deliver it throughout the body. 

The Respiratory System 

The anatomy and physiology of the avian respiratory system are important in the 

susceptibility of broilers to ascites. The anatomy of the avian respiratory system is 

quite complex compared to that of mammals. The avian and mammalian respiratory 

systems consist of the lungs which expand, gas exchange occurs and the air is 

exhaled. In birds the respiratory system also serves for the exchange of gases but is 

also important in eliminating heat from the body and has several non-respiratory 

functions such as the detoxification of metabolic products and vocalization. As in 

mammals, the upper respiratory system serves to filter air to trap dust. Unlike 

mammalian lungs, avian lungs are relatively rigid and do not move much during 

breathing. Emanating from the lungs are thin-walled air sacs that fill most of the body 

cavity not occupied by other viscera; most birds have nine. Some air sacs penetrate 

the interior of the bones and even under the skin (Figure 1). In mammals, inspired air 

goes into the lung as the lung expands and is expired when the lung contracts. 

Expanding of the lung in birds is very little because the air goes through them into the 

air sacs and back through the lungs on expiration. Thus not only can a greater volume 

of air pass through the lungs, but since it passes through twice, gas exchange is more 
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efficient. In addition, birds' lungs have more capillaries/area than mammals. Air sacs 

serve to cool the body during vigorous exercise through the internal evaporation of 

water. Birds have a resting respiratory rate of 50/min which increases to over 200 

after flying around a room. 

abdominal sac 

a) lateral view b) dorsal view 

Figure 1. Air sacs and lungs in a bird 

The Circulation System 

The avian circulation system is very similar to that of mammals. One major 

difference is the formation of the aortic arch, Both mammalian and avian aortas 

develop embryologically from the bilaterally symmetrical fourth gill arch. In 

mammals the left arch persists: in birds the right. Thus in some ways the avian system 

is a mirror image of the mammal. Birds, like mammals, have a 4-chambered heart (2 

atria & 2 ventricles), with complete separation of oxygenated and de-oxygenated 

blood. The right ventricle pumps blood to the lungs, while the left ventricle pumps 

blood to the rest of the body. The avian heart is different from mammals in that the 

left ventricle is thick-walled and right ventricle is thin-walled (Figure 2). The right 

atrioventricular valve is also different and composed of a muscle flap made up mainly 

of muscle fibers from the right ventricle wall. The anatomy of this valve makes birds 

very susceptible to valvular insufficiency (Julian et al. 1987; Julian 1990, 1993). The 

structure of the bird's circulatory system is basically like that of other vertebrates 

although there are some modifications. For example, the two jugular veins of the head 

are cross-connected so that a severe twist of the head doesn't cut off blood drainage. 
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a) A chicken's heart b) A human's heart 

Figure 2. Diagram of the heart showing the direction of blood flow through 
the heart (chicken vs. human)' 

Typically, bird's veins and arteries are set up so that the veins and arteries lie next to 

each other. The warm blood leaving the heart and going to the extremities warms the 

cooler blood going to the heart from the extremities; thus some heat is returned to the 

body core and conserved. This is countercurrent heat exchange and is typical of cold 

environment birds. In warm environments, the venous return from the appendages is 

superficial so that heat is lost. 

Contributing Factors 

Pulmonary hypertension syndrome may result from physiological and/or 

environmental factors that either increase production or decrease removal of 

peritoneal lymph (Julian 1993; Currie 1999). The initial event can come in many 

forms, but the ultimate factors can be divided to external environmental factors such 

as altitude, cold temperature and incubation environment, and internal factors such as 

physiological changes which can be divided into many general categories as described 

by Balog (2003). Figure 3 shows the progression of events and factors contributing to 

ascites syndrome in broilers. 

Management also plays a significant role in ascites development. Feed restriction, 

its form and contents, lighting, air quality and ventilation have all been implicated in 

ascites development. In addition, genetic predisposition plays a considerable role in 

the incidence of the PHS (Decuypere et al. 2000). 

'Copyright © 2004 by the Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology, University of Illinois. All rights reserved. 
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What Increases Oxygen Demand in Broiler Chickens? 

The primary internal factors that result in an inadequate oxygen supply are rapid 

growth and efficient feed conversion. This has resulted in a broiler with such a high 

rate of metabolism that its heart and lungs are barely capable of providing enough 

oxygen to sustain the body. The increased body demand for oxygen prompts an 

increase in cardiac output. In a further attempt to increase the oxygen carrying 

capacity, the body also starts producing more red blood cells. This increase in the 

number of erythrocytes results in a concomitant increase in hematocrit (Maxwell et al. 

1990; Julian and Mirsalimi 1992; Wideman al. 1998) and blood viscosity making it 

more difficult to be pumped through the lungs. Luger et al. (2001) found that 

hematocrit in ascitic broilers increased after exposure to cold and that the increase 

became significant approximately 2 wk before death. External cold temperatures, 

coupled with high energy diets, can result in ascites-related deaths as a consequence 

of insufficient pulmonary vascular capillary capacity for the blood flow necessary to 

meet a high metabolic oxygen requirement. 

The birds that develop ascites as the result of exposure to low temperatures exhibit 

the same pathological signs as birds that develop ascites as the result of low oxygen 

levels, such as, increased hematocrit, hemoglobin, heart weight, and the ratio between 

right ventricle to total ventricle (Vogelaere et al. 1992; Kranen et al. 1998). The right 

ventricle of birds has developed as a volume pump, not as a pressure pump, since the 

heart rarely had to respond to changes in pressure (Akester 1984). Hypertrophy of the 

right ventricle therefore, will eventually result in decreased efficiency of the right 

atrio-ventricular valve. Valvular failure will cause the back flow of blood from the 

right ventricle to the atrium, gross dilation of the right ventricle and right ventricle 

failure and systematic circulatory congestion followed by liver congestion. This has 

been well documented in humans with liver cirrhosis or renal failure (Henriksen et al. 

1981, 2001; Hedenborg et al. 1988). Therefore, high cardiac output associated with a 

high oxygen requirement increase pressure and blood flow through the lung (PHS) 

(Julian 2000). Thus, PHS in the young broiler is thought to result from unbalance 

between the metabolic demands of fast growth and cardiopulmonary performance 

(Odom 1993). 
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Environment and management 

The most obvious environmental factor to play a role in ascites development in 

broilers is high altitude. The first studies of the effects of high altitude or hypoxia on 

ascites and heart disorders were being reported as early as 1950s and 1960s (Smith et 

al. 1954; Hall and Machicao 1968). The effect of high altitude (either natural or 

simulated) is a decrease in partial pressure of oxygen. The equivalent percentage of 

oxygen drops approximately 1.0% for every 500m rise in elevation (Julian 2000). Hall 

and Machiacao (1968) reported significant microscopic damage to the heart, lungs 

and kidneys of the birds reared at high altitude. These microscopic changes also were 

seen in one-week old broilers raised at high altitude (Maxwell 1990) and in birds 

exposed to simulated high altitude (Ploog 1973). When the PHS was first observed, it 

was seen mainly in areas of higher altitude and in fast growing broilers although it 

now occurs at all altitudes. 

Factors acting at an early stage of the developing chicken embryo have been 

implicated to a further predisposition to ascites (Dewil et al. 1996). In susceptible 

lines, hypoxic conditions during incubation of the chicken egg have been shown to 

cause an increase in the incidence of the PHS in the adult bird (Buys et al. 1997). 

Management of broiler flocks has a tremendous impact on the ascites incidence within 

flocks. Unfortunately, good management and environmental practices that encourage 

high feed intake and rapid growth tend to exacerbate ascites. 

Although the PHS is not fully understood, this heart failure is thought to be a 

consequence of a lowered oxygen tension in poultry houses and birds suffering from 

too little oxygen. Poor ventilation is a major contributory factor. 
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Figure 3. Progression of events and factors contributing to ascites syndrome 
in broilers (Balog 2003). 
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Pulmonary Hypertension in other species. 

Pulmonary hypertension (PH) is a phenomenon that has also been described and 

studied in detail in humans (Newman et al. 2004) and experimental animals in 

particular the rat (e.g. see McMurtry et al. 2003). Although the causes for PH in 

humans and these experimental animals differ from that in chicken, the information 

available in these species nevertheless may point towards potential candidate genes 

involved in PHS in chicken. In human, Newman et al. (2004) demonstrated multiple 

independent pathways for pulmonary arterial hypertension. Figure 1 illustrates the 

complex interplay of the large number of genes within regulatory networks that 

potentially may play a role in the incidence of PH. Furthermore, additional genes that 

are active during the development of organs like the heart, lungs and blood vessels are 

other potential candidates in the susceptibility/resistance of animals to develop PH. 

This large number of potential candidate genes again emphasises the need for a 

further reduction of the size of the confidence intervals of the PHS QTL region 

identified in the experimental QTL mapping crosses as described in this thesis (see 

below). 

Chicken as a model for QTL analysis. 

The chicken (Gallus gallus) is an important species, and is the premier non-

mammalian vertebrate model organism. The chicken has been an important 

experimental organism for developmental biology, and for several applications such as 

gene structure (Breathnach et al. 1977) and immunology (Glick 1994). Chick embryos 

are easily accessible from pre-gastrulation stages (the egg is laid with embryo already a 

two-layered structure of-3000 cells), and throughout organogenesis (Brown et al. 2003). 

Moreover, it is possible to manipulate living embryos in ovo and follow subsequent 

development for up to several days. Retroviral gene delivery has been used widely in 

chick embryos, and the most common system is based on the Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) 

and uses replication-competent vectors (Hughes et al. 1987). In human interest in genetic 

diseases is rapidly shifting towards so-called "complex" or multi-gene traits. The term 

quantitative trait loci, QTL is describing such inherited characters. Although QTL 

analysis is also done in model species such as mouse and Drosophila, agricultural 

animals continue to be important experimental systems for quantitative genetics. In mice, 

the design of the QTL experiment mainly based on inbred lines but in poultry inbred 

lines are seldom used. In chicken crosses between divergent breeds (Tatsuda and 

Fujinaka 2001; Kerje et al. 2003) as well as crosses between commercial breeds (Van 

kaam et al. 1998; and this thesis) are used. 

10 
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Figure 4. Some cellular processes implicated in the pathogenesis of PH. Extracellular mediators 
and cells (platelets) are highlighted in yellow, cell surface receptors and ion channels in purple, 
intracellular signaling in blue, and nuclear responses in green. Endothelin is vasoactive and a 
mitogen, acting through Ca2+ channels and ERK/Jun kinases. TIE is the angiopoi-etin receptor, a 
system found to be upregulated in pulmonary vascular disease. Alkl and BMPR1-2 are receptors of 
the TGF-P super-family, and BMP indicates bone morphogenetic protein. Alkl mutations cause 
hereditary hemorrhagic telangiectasia and some cases of PPH. Epidermal growth factor (EGF), 
tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-a, angiotensin II (ANGII), and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) 
are all proliferative stimuli that act through tyrosine kinase receptors and are partially transduced by 
intracellular oxidant species. In the intracellular domain, SMADs are regulatory proteins that 
activate nuclear transcription factors and interact with MAP kinases. AML1 is a nuclear 
transcription factor of potential importance. Elastase, downstream of AML1, has been implicated in 
vascular disease in experimental animals Newman et al. (2004). 

The use of divergent lines increases the probability that Fl parents are heterozygous 

for the QTL and thereby increases the power of an experiment. He use of commercial 

lines on the other hand will shift the emphasis towards finding genes that explain the 

differences within a population and offers the opportunity of marker-assisted selection 

within the breed (Van Arendonk and Bovenhuis 2003). Among domestic animals, the 

chicken is ideal for genetic mapping and QTL analysis because of their high 

reproductive capacity, enabling several generations of large families to be generated in a 

reasonable timeframe. In addition, chicken is unique among agriculture species in that a 

number of selection lines are available. 

11 
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The diploid karyotype of chicken is comprised of eight pairs of macro-chromosomes, 

thirty pairs of micro-chromosomes, and two sex chromosomes. The females are 

heterogametic (ZW) and males are homogametic (ZZ). Micro-chromosomes are 

estimated to comprise approximately 30% of the genome, but they include 40% of the 

genes (Brown et al. 2003). The relatively small size of the haploid chicken genome (1.2 

x 10 bp) as compared to that of mammals (3 x 109 bp) is a big advantage for subsequent 

research aimed at the identification and characterisation of the genes underlying the QTL 

effects. 

The development of genetic markers such as microsatellites, and single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) have facilitated genome mapping. These genetic markers have 

been used to build genetic linkage maps. In chicken there are three different populations 

used as mapping population for genetic markers. The first one is the Compton (C) 

reference population which is a backcross of two partially inbred White Leghorn lines 

(Bumstead and Palyga 1992). The second population is the East Lansing (EL) reference 

population (Crittenden et al. 1993), and the third population is the Wageningen reference 

population (Groenen et al. 1998). The mapping results of all reference populations have 

been combined into a single consensus linkage map consisting of approximately 2100 

markers and having a length of around 3800 cM (Groenen et al. 2000; Groenen and 

Crooijmans 2003). In the last few years, a large number of genetic markers enabling 

QTL analysis has been generated and mapped in experimental populations. 

The development of high resolution genetic maps and the necessary powerful 

statistical methods have initiated QTL mapping experiments for a variety of traits, 

including those which affect growth (Groenen et al. 1997; Van Kaam et al. 1998, 1999a; 

Tatsuda and Fujinaka 2001; Kerje at al. 2003; Zhu et al. 2003), feed efficiency (Van 

Kaam et al. 1999a), carcass traits (Van Kaam et al. 1999b), resistance to salmonellosis 

(Hu et al. 1997), Marek's disease (Vallejo et al. 1998; Xu et al. 1998; Yonash et al. 

2001), resistance to coccidiosis (Zhu et al. 2003), fatness (Jennen et al. 2004a), and 

pulmonary hypertension syndrome (PHS, this thesis). In chicken, crosses that have been 

used to detect QTL range from broiler X layer crosses (Sewalem et al. 2002) to crosses 

between two extreme broiler lines (Van Kaam et al. 1998). These approaches have been 

very successful in identifying QTL that explain differences between lines that have been 

selected for at least 50 generations. Preferably an identified QTL, is validated in the next 

generations or in additional crosses. E.g. De Koning et al. (2003) validated and 

confirmed QTLs for Body weight and residual feed intake on GGA4 within a 

commercial broiler line. QTL for fat deposition on GGA1 was validated and 

confirmed by Jennen et al. (2004b). The validation and confirmation of PHS-related 

traits are described in chapter 3 of this thesis. Depending on the statistical power of 

12 
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the experiment the QTL regions can range from 20 to 100 cM in size, a region 

generally still containing hundreds of genes. Therefore, the second essential step 

towards the identification of the underlying causative gene(s) is the further fine 

mapping of the identified QTL regions which for the PHS related traits is described in 

chapter 5 of this thesis. 

Chicken genomic resources 

Chicken genomics is beginning to catch up with the genomics of other well-

established eukaryotic organisms in term of resources. Large insert libraries such as a 

yeast artificial chromosome library (Toye et al. 1997) and bacterial artificial 

chromosome libraries (Crooijmans et al. 2000; Ren et al. 2003) were developed to 

make a physical map of the chicken genome. Recently these BAC libraries have been 

used to construct a physical BAC contig map of the chicken genome consisting of 

180,000 BAC clones assembled into only 260 contigs (Wallis et al. 2004). The BAC 

clones also played an essential role in the integration of all mapping data (Aerts et al. 

2003; Ren et al. 2003) and the assignment of these maps to specific chicken 

chromosomes (Masabanda et al. 2004). A radiation hybrid (RH) panel has also been 

constructed for chicken (ChickRH6; Morisson et al. 2002), which has been used to 

further improve the chicken gene maps (Chapter 5, Rabie et al. 2004; Jennen et al. 

2004c; Shimogiri et al. 2004). During the last two years, there has also been dramatic 

progress in the development of chicken EST resources. In total there are now over 

500,000 chicken ESTs available representing about 32,000 different clusters 

(Boardman et al. 2002). The recent completion of a draft sequence of the complete 

chicken genome (International Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004) is 

another milestone in the detailed characterization of the chicken genome. This 

information will dramatically increase our knowledge about the understanding of the 

structure and function of the chicken genes and will proof to be an invaluable tool 

towards the identification of the genes underlying the identified QTL. 

Aim and outline of this dissertation. 

The ultimate aim of the work described in this thesis is to identify genes 

controlling Pulmonary Hypertension Syndrome (PHS) in chicken. Because of its 

complex nature and being difficult (and thus expensive) to phenotype, it has been 

difficult to select for PHS in regular commercial breeding schemes. This makes it a 

trait that is particularly amenable for a whole genome scan aimed at the mapping of 

13 
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quantitative trait loci (QTL). In chapter 2, the results are described of an experimental 

cross aimed at the characterization of the genes underlying resistance and 

susceptibility to PHS. Statistically significant and suggestive QTL for a large number 

of PHS related traits were identified located on a number of different chromosomes. 

Subsequently, a number of these QTL could be confirmed in further generations 

whereas several of the suggestive QTL could also be rejected (chapters 3 and 4). To 

further narrow down the region containing the QTL, with the ultimate aim of 

identifying the underlying causative gene(s), an advanced intercross was established. 

A combined linkage disequilibrium/linkage analyses analysis (LDLA) in generation 

6-8 of this population made it possible to decrease the size of the confidence intervals 

of the two QTL on GGA2 and GGA4 (chapter 4). Comparative mapping offers the 

possibility to transfer information from one species to the other. In chapter 5, a 

medium resolution comparative map of chicken chromosome 4 and human 

chromosomes 4 and X is presented based on the chicken radiation hybrid panel 

(ChickRH6) in combination with BACs identified from the Wageningen chicken BAC 

library (Crooijmans et al. 2000). This comparative map was initially constructed to aid in 

the development of additional markers in the QTL region as well as to for the 

identification of potential candidate genes in that region. Although the availability of a 

draft sequence of the chicken genome has superseded this aim, the data described in 

chapter 5 was used by the international chicken genome sequencing consortium for the 

assembly of the sequence map for this chromosome. Finally, in Chapter 6 the results of 

this thesis are discussed within a broader context. 

14 
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QTL for PHS-related traits 

Abstract The pulmonary hypertension syndrome (PHS) also referred to as ascites 

syndrome is a growth-related disorder of broilers frequently observed in fast growing 

birds with insufficient pulmonary vascular capacity at low temperature and/or high 

altitude. A cross between two genetically different broiler dam lines originated from 

White Plymouth Rock breed was used to produce a three-generation broiler 

population. This population was used for the detection and localization of QTL 

affecting PHS related traits. Ten full sib families consisted of 20 Gl and 456 G2 birds 

were typed with 420 microsatellite markers covering 24 autosomal chromosomes. 

Phenotypic observations were collected on 4202 G3 birds and a full sib across family 

regression interval mapping approach was used to identify QTL. 

There was statistical evidence for QTL on chicken chromosome 2 (GGA2), GGA4 

and GGA6. Suggestive linkage was found on chromosomes 5, 8, 10, 27, and 28. The 

most significant QTL was located on GGA2 for the traits, right and total ventricular 

weight as percentage of body weight (%RV and %TV). A related trait, the ratio of 

right ventricular weight as percentage to total ventricular weight (RATIO), reached 

the suggestive threshold on this chromosome. All of three QTL effects identified on 

GGA2 had their maximum test statistic in the region in between 300-360 cM. 

Keywords: Chicken, pulmonary hypertension syndrome, metabolic disorder, genome scan 
quantitative trait loci. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pulmonary hypertension syndrome (PHS, ascites) in poultry is a metabolic 

disorder related to rapid growth of the animal with insufficient pulmonary vascular 

capacity (Peacock et al. 1990; Julian 1998; Balog 2003). The incidence of ascites is 

influenced by several genetic and environmental factors (Julian 1993; Currie 1999). 

Due to very successful genetic selection techniques, growth rate has increased at a 

rate of 4 to 5% per year over the past 30 years (Havenstein et al. 1994; Julian 2000). 

Fast growing broilers are unable to deliver sufficient oxygen to satisfy the metabolic 

demands of their rapid growth rates. The PHS becomes particularly apparent under 

conditions of low oxygen supply e.g. at high altitudes (Smith et al. 1954, 1955, 1959; 

Olander et al. 1967; Cueva et al. 1974) or high oxygen consumption (high metabolism 

at low temperatures; Scheele et al. 1992), but has also seen a gradual increase under 

less extreme conditions (Albers and Frankenhuis 1990). High cardiac output 

associated with a high oxygen requirement increase pressure and blood flow through 

the lung (pulmonary hypertension, PH) (Julian 2000). 

Both of avian respiratory and circulation systems are important in the 

susceptibility of broilers to PHS. Unlike mammalian, avian lungs are relatively rigid 

and do not move much during breathing. That is because the air goes through them 

into the air sacs and back through the lungs on expiration. In addition, the lungs of 

birds have more capillaries/area than mammals. Moreover, the avian heart is different 

from mammals in that the left ventricle is thick-walled and right ventricle is thin-

walled. The right atrioventricular valve is also different and composed of a muscle 

flap made up mainly of muscle fibers from the right ventricle wall. The anatomy of 

this valve makes birds very susceptible to valvular insufficiency (Julian et al. 1987; 

Julian 1990, 1993). There are several clinical signs associated with ascites in broiler 

chicken such as pulmonary hypertension, right ventricular hypertrophy, central and 

portal venous congestion, hepatic damage, and transduction of fluid into the 

abdominal cavity (Riddell 1991; Yersin et al. 1992; Julian 1993; Wideman et al. 

1995). In susceptible birds, this increase in workload for the right side of the heart can 

result in right ventricular failure and ascites. Factors acting at an early stage of the 

developing chicken embryo have also been implicated in an increased predisposition 

to the PHS (Dewil et al. 1996). In susceptible lines, hypoxic conditions during 

incubation of the chicken egg have been shown to cause an increase in the incidence 

of the disease in the adult bird (Buys et al. 1997). Insufficient development of the 

lungs or the pulmonary blood vessels in particular chicken broiler lines may form the 

basis of these observed differences. Because thyroid function is an important 

regulatory mechanism of metabolic rate, factors involved in thyroid functioning 
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present yet another system that might be responsible for the observed differences in 

susceptibility to PHS. In addition, the genetic predisposition plays a considerable role 

in the incidence of the PHS (Decuypere et al. 2000). The complexity of PHS, the large 

number of organs and thus the potentially large number of candidate genes involved 

in the disorder make PHS a trait that is particularly amenable for a whole genome 

scan aimed at the mapping of quantitative trait loci (QTL). The ability to dissect the 

genetics of QTL in chicken has been improved considerably in the past decade, 

through the development of detailed linkage maps based on microsatellite markers 

(Groenen et al. 2000; Groenen and Crooijmans 2003). Several studies have initiated 

QTL mapping experiments for a variety of traits which affect growth (Groenen et al. 

1997; Van Kaam et al. 1998, 1999a; Tatsuda and Fujnaka 2001), feed efficiency (Van 

Kaam et al. 1999a), carcass traits (Van Kaam et al. 1999b), resistance to salmonellosis 

(Hu et al. 1997), Marek's disease (Vallejo et al. 1998; Xu et al. 1998; Yonash et al. 

2001), resistance to coccidiosis and growth (Zhu et al. 2003), fatness (Jennen et al. 

2004), and pulmonary hypertension syndrome (this study). The objective of this study 

was a whole genome scan aimed to detect and localize of QTLs in ascites related-traits. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Expermintal Population andphenotyping 

The experimental population used to detect the PHS QTLs were based on three 

generations (Gl, G2 and G3), according to recommendations of Van der Beek et al. 

(1995), and has been described in detail previously (Van Kaam et al. 1998, 1999a,b). 

Briefly, two genetically different outcross dam lines (Hybro) originating from the 

White Plymouth Rock breed were chosen as the foundation of this experimental 

population. The maternal line has a relatively high reproductive performance and is 

fast-feathering. The paternal line has a relatively high growth performance and is 

slow-feathering. The population structure and number of birds are given in Table 1. 

The experimental birds were hatched at 6 different weeks and kept in four 

different pens, where most of the birds were kept in one pen. Nine batches were 

allotted by hatching day and pen number. In order to identify individuals that were 

susceptible to ascites, a cold stress temperature schedule was applied. At the hatching 

time, the temperature was 30°C and then was gradually decreased to 10°C by 22 d of 

age. The temperature remained at 10°C until the end of the experiment. This was in 

contrast with a normal temperature schedule that starts at 33 to 34°C and then 

gradually decreases to 17-18°C by 35 day of age. Except for the adjusted temperature 

schedule, birds were kept under circumstances that closely resemble commercial 
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practice, i.e., they could access feed and water ad libitum; illumination was 23 h/d. A 

commercial broiler feed was used consisted of crumbled concentrates containing 

12,970 KJ/Kg and 21% protein. The groups of birds were housed in floor pens with 

approximately 20 birds /m2. 

Table 1. Population structure with observations and numbers used in the analysis. 

Generation 

0* 

1 

2 

3 

Sires 

14 

10 

177 

2466 

Dams 

14 

10 

279 

1736 

Total 

28 

20 

456 

4202 

Observations 

Genotypes 

Genotypes 

Phenotypes 

Male and Female generation 0 birds were from different lines. 

In the 4202 G3 chickens (1736 females and 2466 males), ascites-related traits were 

recorded just before or after slaughtering. Body weight (B WAs), and hematocrit value 

(HCT) were measured 1 day before slaughtering at 5 wk of age. Liver abnormalities 

(LIVER) were scored as follows: 0 represented no abnormalities observed, 1 

represented an abnormal liver, and 2 represented serious liver abnormalities. Liver 

abnormalities consisted of a lighter color, an irregular liver surface, or both. 

Accumulation of fluid in the heart sac (HEART) was scored with 0 if no fluid had 

accumulated, 1 if fluid accumulation was observed, and 2 if there was serious 

accumulation of fluid in the heart sac. Further, the weights of right ventricular (RV) 

and total ventricular (TV) were measured. From these measurements, the RV: TV 

(RATIO), RV as a percentage of total BWAs (%RV), and TV as percentage of total 

BWAS (%TV) were derived. Fluid accumulation in the chicken abdominal cavity 

(ABDOMEN) was scored as 0, 1, or 2. A score of 0 indicated no fluid, 1 indicated the 

presence of fluid in the abdomen, and 2 indicated a serious accumulation of fluid in 

this section. The breast color (BREAST) was scored as 0 representing normal color, 1 

representing a color deviation, and 2 representing serious color deviation. In general, a 

deviation of breast color meant that the color was deep red. Finally, the total mortality 

(MORT-TOT) of the birds was recorded as 0 or 1. A score of 0 represented a bird that 

was alive at the end of the experiment, and a score of 1 indicated a bird that died 

before the end of the experiment. For the analysis of the phenotypic data a two step 

procedure was applied: first average adjusted progeny trait values were calculated by 

adjusting phenotypic observations for systematic environmental effects, and secondly 

a QTL analysis was undertaken using average adjusted progeny trait values as 
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dependent variables (Van Kaam et al. 1998). Data were adjusted for fixed effects of 

sex (males and Females), feathering, groups (Phenotypic observations were collected 

for three different groups of G3 birds), and hatching day. Adjusted traits values were 

calculated using MTDFREML software (Boldman et al. 1995). 

Marker Data and genotyping 

Genotypes for microsatellite markers were determined using DNA derived from 

blood samples of 10 full sib families with approximately 45 offspring per family (20 

Gi and 456 G2 animals). This population was also used as a linkage mapping 

population, which resulted in a highly informative microsatellite linkage map of the 

chicken genome (Groenen et al. 1998). As a result, 420 microsatellite markers were 

used where 266 microsatellites were typed across all 10 families, and an additional 

154 microsatellites were typed on 4 of the families. The linkage map was calculated 

with CRIMAP (Green et al. 1990) and covered 3363.8 cM representing 24 of the 38 

autosomal chromosomes. Map distances given in this study are sex-average distances 

in centimorgans on the haldane scale (Haldane 1919). The size of the chromosomes 

varied between 16 and 625 cM and the number of markers per chromosome varied 

between 3 and 82 markers. More information about the length of chromosomes, the 

number of markers on each chromosome and the average information content is given 

in Table 2. 

Genotyping of the microsatellite markers was done as described by Crooijmans et 

al. (1997). The PCR amplifications were carried out in 12uL reactions as described 

previously by Jennen et al. (2004). The PCR amplification product from the same 

animal were diluted and pooled within sets of microdsatellite markers in such a way 

that each marker signal on AB1 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Perkin 

Elmer, Foster City, CA 94404) had a peak height of approximately 1000. 

Electrophoresis was performed on a 6% denaturing polyacrylamide gel, Sequagel-6 

(National Diagnostics, Atlanta, Georgia 30336) for 3 h on 12 cm gels, using an 

automatic sequencer. 

Full sib QTL Analysis 

Full sib QTL analysis was undertaken using the regression interval mapping 

methodology as described by Van Kaam et al. (1998) in which a single QTL was 

fitted within each family. This method is an extension of the multi-marker regression 

method of (Knott et al. 1996) for outbred populations with a half sib family structure. 

Average adjusted progeny trait values of G2 were regressed on the probabilities of 
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inheriting the first allele of each parent. The across family full-sib model to fit a QTL 

at position k was: 

Yv = family, + bs,XSJJ + bd,Xd,j+e,j 

where: 

Yij = Average adjusted trait value for the ;'"' offspring of the ith family 

familyi = Family mean 

bs,i = Regression coefficient for the sire (s) in family i 

Xs,ij = Probability that the jth offspring from sire s in family i received allele 1 

bd,i = Regression coefficient for dam (d) in family i 

Xd,ij = Probability that the jth offspring from dam d in family i received allele 1. 

e,) = Random residual. 

The family mean is used to account for polygenic differences between 

families. In order to test for the alternative hypothesis of the presence of QTL 

effects, versus the null hypothesis of the absence of QTL effect a test statistics was 

calculated at each centimorgan. The test statistic is the ratio of the explained mean 

square of the QTL effects under study in the numerator and the residual mean 

square of the full model in the denominator. The test statistic at position k was 

calculated as: 

(RSS{H0)-RSSt{HJ 

df. QTL 
Test statistick (Hi:Ho) = - )— 

RSS.iH,) 

V. J told "J family "J QTL J 

RSS (Ho) is the residual sums of squares of the reduced model, i.e. without fitting a 

QTL: 

RSS (//„) = £ 5X(1^ -family,)2 

and RSSk (Hi) is the residual sums of squares after fitting a QTL at position k: 

RSSk (# , ) = £ Wv (YiJk - family, - bSJtX,JJk - bdJkXd4/t )
2 
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and df are the number of F2 genotyped animals (dftotai), number of family means 

{dffamily) fitted in each family and number of QTL effects (d/ori.) fitted. Where nf is 

the number of families, and n is the number of offspring within the family. 

Weighting factor Wy was calculated as described by van Kaam et al. (1998). The 

analyses were also performed for each family individually. 

Significance thresholds 

Significance thresholds were calculated by permutation testing (Churchill and Doerge 

1994). This is an empirical method, which accounts for the location of the marker and 

phynotypic data. The genomewise significance threshold was calculated through 

permutation over all 24 chromosomes simultaneously in one analysis. For each trait, 

1000 permutations at 5 cM intervals across the genome were performed. Using the 

genomewise significance thresholds, two types of significance thresholds were 

derived: significant and suggestive linkage (Lander and Kruglyak 1995). Significant 

linkage is defined as a 5 % genomewise significance threshold and suggestive linkage 

as a 10% chromosomewise significance threshold. The suggestive linkage threshold is 

equivalent to one expected false positive result per trait in a whole genome scan. 

In order to determine which parents were segregating for a QTL, permutation was 

also applied to single families on those locations where a QTL was detected in the 

across families analysis. Per parent, a test comparing a model with a QTL versus a 

model without a QTL was applied, accounting for the presence or absence of QTL 

effects in the mate. Parents with a test statistic exceeding 10% chromosomewise 

threshold were assumed to be segregating for the QTL. The 10% chromosomewise 

thresholds were calculated per parent by performing 1000 permutations at 5 cM 

intervals. 
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Table 2. Information about the chromosomes length in centimorgans, number of 

markers, and the average information content for both sexes is given for 

all chromosomes. 

Chromosome 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

17 

18 

19 

20 

23 

24 

26 

27 

28 

Total 

Length 
in cM 

625.0 

489.2 

378.4 

281.9 

199.2 

126.4 

182.0 

106.3 

88.7 

88.7 

99.7 

35.7 

72.6 

87.1 

48.4 

90.5 

53.7 

54.5 

20.7 

34.0 

16.3 

59.2 

52.9 

72.7 

3363.8 

Number of 
markers 

82 

74 

42 

34 

24 

18 

15 

19 

13 

11 

8 

3 

11 

6 

8 

7 

6 

6 

4 

5 

3 

7 

6 

8 

420 

First 
marker 

MCW0168 

ADL0228 

MCW0261 

ADL0143 

MCW0263 

LEI0192 

LEI0064 

MCW0275 

ADL0191 

MCW0194 

LEI0143 

MCW0198 

MCW0244 

MCW0296 

MCW0031 

ROS0020 

HUJ0010 

MCW0266 

MCW0119 

MCW0165 

LEI0155 

ABR0330 

MCW0350 

LEI0135 

Last 
Marker 

MCW0108 

MCW0157 

MCW0037 

LEI0073 

ADL0298 

ABR0323 

ADL0169 

LEI0044 

MCW0134 

ADL0112 

MCW0230 

MCW0332 

MCW0104 

MCW0225 

MCW0211 

ADL0202 

MCW0219 

MCW0349 

ABR0324 

MCW0249 

LEI0069 

LEI0074 

MCW0328 

ADL0299 

Average Information 

Content 

Sire 

0.76 

0.79 

0.69 

0.73 

0.71 

0.69 

0.69 

0.74 

0.81 

0.69 

0.69 

0.62 

0.82 

0.62 

0.83 

0.65 

0.67 

0.62 

0.83 

0.54 

0.61 

0.64 

0.70 

0.69 

0.72' 

Dame 

0.74 

0.76 

0.70 

0.72 

0.73 

0.68 

0.69 

0.69 

0.77 

0.81 

0.67 

0.56 

0.81 

0.62 

0.83 

0.64 

0.76 

0.67 

0.80 

0.67 

0.53 

0.71 

0.71 

0.73 

0.72' 

Overall average of information content. 
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RESULTS 

Phenotypic data 

Means and standard deviations for the traits measured under cold conditions are 

presented in Table 3. The average weight of broilers at 5 wk was 1604g (the average 

for males and females were 1676g and 1503g, respectively), and total mortality in the 

current experiment was 16%. Under cold conditions the mean and SD HCT of the 

birds was 35.4 ± 4.2% and 28.3 ± 2.3% under normal conditions. Genetic parameters 

for ascites related traits have been previously described by Pakdel et al. (2002). 

Genotypic data 

Table 2 shows the average information content per chromosome for males and 

females of all 24 chromosomes covered in the current study. The information content 

on single positions varied between 0.24 and 0.99 for sires and between 0.34 and 0.98 

for dams. The average information content over all positions per chromosome was 

between 0.54 and 0.83 for sires and between 0.53 and 0.83 for dams. Average 

information content over all positions on all analyzed groups was 0.72 in both sexes. 

The average percentage of marker heterozygosity for Gl chickens varied from 42.3% 

to 83.3% per chromosome. 

QTL Analysis 

The QTL with suggestive and significant linkages for each trait are summarized in 

Table 4. Significant and suggestive QTLs were located on 5 macrochromosomes (2, 4, 

5, 6, and 8) and 3 microchromosomes (10, 27, and 28). There was significant 

statistical evidence for 3 ascites-related traits on chromosome 2 and for one QTL on 

both chromosomes 4 and 6. Suggestive linkage was seen for a number of different 

traits on chromosomes 5, 8, 10, 27 and 28. In figure 1 the significant QTL on 

chromosome 2 for %RV and %TV and the suggestive QTL for RATIO are shown 

which are all three located between 300 and 360 cM. On Chromosome 4, a significant 

QTL was detected for BWAs at position 129 cM, and the MORT-TOT was reached 

the suggestive threshold at position 126 cM. Furthermore, there were suggestive 

QTLs for BREAST, BWAS, and TV on GGA8 located at positions 80, 91, 94 cM 

respectively. On GGA10, Both MORT-TOT and BWAs showed suggestive linkage at 

the 3% chromosomewise level, and %RV showed suggestive linkage at 6% at 

chromosomewise level. The peak of the test statistic was located at 64 cM for MORT-

TOT, at 88 cM for BWAs, and at 79 cM for %RV. Details of the markers flanking 

each QTL, and their position on the chromosome, are presented in Table 4. 
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E RATIO » Marker Position | 

Figure 1. The test statistic values from the full sib QTL analysis on chromosome 2. 
5% genomewise significance thresholds are included. Map positions are 
given using Haldane scale. 

The number of families which are contributing to the identified QTL, and the 

allelic effects for each of the families were calculated. The results indicate the 

segregation of the QTL in a number of different families Five parents showed 

significant QTL effects for %RV, four parents for each of %TV, RV, TV, and BWAS, 

three parents for each of ABDOMEN, BREAST, HCT, and RATIO, and two parents 

for each of HEART, LIVER and MORT-TOT. The allele substitution effect (a; 

Falconer 1989) average of these parents was 0.13 for ABDOMEN, 0.03 for 

BREAST, 1.12 for HCT, 0.07 for HEART, 0.04 for LIVER, 0.11 for MORT-TOT, 

1.72 for %RV, 0.18 for %TV, 1.97 for RATIO, 0.18 for RV, 0.28 for TV, and 0.56 for 

BWAS. 
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Table 4. Statistical tests (F-ratio), chromosomal positions, and markers bracket of QTL 

for ascites related traits. 

Trait 

%RV 

%TV 

RATIO 

BWAS 

MORT-TOT 

LIVER 

HEART 

TV 

BREAST 

Chromosome 

2 

10 

28 

2 

2 

28 

4 

8 

10 

4 

10 

6 

6 

8 

27 

5 

8 

Position2 

(cM) 

353 

79 

48 

305 

356 

48 

129 

91 

88 

126 

64 

146 

140 

94 

1 

68 

80 

Marker bracket3 

ADL0164-MCW0245 

ADL0231-ADL0102 

ADL0284-ADL0299 

MCW0185-MCW0264 

ADL0164-MCW0245 

ADL0284-ADL0299 

ADL0194-LEI0122 

ADL0301-LEI0044 

MCW0035-ADL0158 

MCW0085-LEI0122 

ADL0231-MCW0035 

ABR0323 

ADL0142-ABR0323 

MCW0271-LEI0044 

MCW0350-MCW0300 

MCW0090-MCW0038 

ADL0301 

F 

2.97 

2.09 

1.87 

3.07 

2.69 

1.92 

2.50 

2.21 

2.05 

2.05 

2.35 

2.65 

2.01 

1.99 

1.78 

2.05 

1.89 

Significance1 

V 
** 
** 

V 

*** 
** 

V 
*** 
**# 

* 
*** 

V 

*** 

** 
** 

** 
** 

' Significance: V = P<0.05 genome-wise. *** = P<0.05, ** = P<0.10 and * = P<0.17 

chromosome-wise. 
2 Position of QTL (cM) relative to the first marker in the set for this chromosome (Table 2) 
3 The position of QTL is in between two flanking markers. One marker excesses in case the 

QTL position most likely identical as the marker position. 
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DISCUSSION 

Design and Genome coverage 

The identification of QTL affecting susceptibility to PHS was part of a much 

larger study aimed at the mapping of QTL for a variety of traits including growth and 

feed efficiency (Van Kaam et al. 1999a), carcass traits (Van Kaam et al. 1999b), 

Fatness (Jennen et al. 2004) and PHS (this study). The design of the study used is 

based on a so-called full sib half sib design with genotyping information on the G2 

and phenotypic information on different groups of G3 animals (Van der Beek et al. 

1995). This population was also used as a linkage mapping population, which resulted 

in a highly informative microsatellite linkage map of the chicken genome (Groenen et 

al. 1998). As a result, 266 microsatellites were typed across all 10 families, whereas 

an additional 154 microsatellites were typed on 4 of the families. Consequently the 

genome coverage and information content in this study is not uniform across all 

families and is somewhat higher on these 4 families. The markers used are located on 

24 different chromosomes (Groenen et al. 2000; Schmid et al. 2000). The chicken 

genome consists of 39 pairs of chromosomes, which means that in the current study 

15 chromosomes have not been covered. However, these 15 chromosomes constitute 

the smallest of the micro-chromosomes in chicken and probably account for less then 

10 % of the chicken genome. Furthermore, even in the recently released sequence of 

the chicken genome, 10 of these chromosomes also are still not covered (International 

Chicken Genome Sequencing Consortium 2004). We estimate that in the current 

study approximately 90 % of the genome has been covered. 

QTL affecting susceptibility to PHS 

PHS in chicken is a complex disease in which hypoxemia eventually results in a 

number of measurable effects indicative of the disease, such as an enlargement of the 

right ventricle, the accumulation of ascitic fluid in the abdomen, general poor health 

of the internal organs, poor growth and eventually the death of the affected animal. In 

the current study, the measurements therefore concentrated on traits related to heart 

failure (RV, TV, RATIO, %RV, and %TV), general appearance of the internal organs 

and muscle (breast, liver, and heart), ascites (abdomen), poor growth and survival. 

Three significant QTLs affecting several of the traits outlined above were detected on 

chromosomes 2, 4 and 6. Suggestive QTLs were detected on chromosomes 8 and 10. 

In addition, several other regions indicated the presence of loci affecting PHS (Table 
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4), but these did not reach the genome-wise suggestive threshold (e.g. on 

chromosomes 5,27 and 28). 

As soon as the location of a QTL has been identified it is tempting to search for 

potential positional candidate genes in those regions. However, one has to realise that 

the confidence interval for the regions identified are still quite large. Furthermore, the 

number of organs and conditions involved in PHS and therefore the number of genes 

that potentially could play a role in the development of the disease is extremely large. 

Insufficient development of the lungs or the pulmonary blood vessels in particular 

chicken broiler lines e.g. may form the basis of these observed differences. Alterations 

in proportional growth as a result of selection for greater musculature may have had 

the effect of producing birds with relatively small respiratory and cardiovascular 

systems. Because thyroid function is an important regulatory mechanism of metabolic 

rate, factors involved thyroid functioning present yet another system that might be 

responsible for the observed differences in susceptibility to PHS. Although the genetic 

factors involved in susceptibility of chicken to develop PHS are poorly understood, 

the available data indicate that the genetic factors involved in the development and 

regulation of the chicken lung, thyroid and cardiovascular system are key factors that 

might play a role in this complex metabolic disorder. A large number of genes and 

gene families have already been identified that play a role in the development and 

functioning of these particular organs (BMP, TGFB, SFTP, FGF, EGF, TRIP, TRAP 

and Nkx gene families, TITF1, SHH). 

In susceptible lines, hypoxic conditions during incubation of the chicken egg have 

been shown to cause an increase of the disease later on in the adult life. Further 

studies suggested that hypoxic conditions may be related to the porosity and structure 

of the egg shell or to the hypoxic condition during pepping and hatching. This clearly 

indicates that even genes acting at the level of the development of the structure of the 

egg need to be taken into account. 

The most significant QTL for PHS identified in this study is located on the p arm 

of chromosome 2. Significant QTL effects were found on this chromosome for the 

traits %RV and %TV, whereas the RATIO reached the suggestive threshold (Figure 

1). All of these QTL effects had their maximum test statistic in the region between 

MCW0185 and MCW0245 (302-364 cM). Although, %TV, %RV and RATIO reached 

the significance threshold in that region, the peak for these traits is very broad, 

reaching its maximum at position 305 cM, 353 and 356 cM respectively. A possible 

explanation for these results might be the presence of two separate QTLs on the 

region of 300 to 365 cM. However, the broad QTL peak for %TV, overlaps to a great 
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extend with those of %RV and RATIO. Given the high correlation between these 

traits a single QTL with a confidence interval from 300 cM to 365 cM is probably 

more likely. Although, two genes involved in early cardiogenesis are located in this 

region; ZFPM2 (position 129.3 Mb on the sequence map) a member of the FOG 

family of transcription factors and the GATA6 gene (101,8 Mb) no evidence is 

currently available that might suggest any involvement of theses genes in PHS. On 

chromosome 4, significant QTL for BWAs and for MORTTOT were identified at 

positions 129 cM and 126 cM respectively. The PHS QTL on GGA4 covers a region 

from 110-145 cM on the consensus linkage map of this chromosome which on the 

chicken sequence map of this chromosome is roughly the region between 32-50 Mb. 

There is a large number of genes in this region that are related to development of the 

heart and lung, including EDNRA (around position 32.4 Mb), VEGFC (45.1 Mb), 

BMP2K (45.5 Mb), BMP3 (46.0 Mb), NKX6-1 (47.4 Mb) and IGFBP7 (49.7 Mb). 

The QTL effects observed on chromosome 6 were all related to the general condition 

of the internal organs (liver and heart) and the presence of ascites in the abdomen. No 

QTL effects were seen that were directly related to the heavy workload of the heart in 

PHS (RV, TV, RATIO, %RV and %TV). The significant QTL on this chromosome 

(LIVER) is located close to the telomere on the q arm. On chromosome 8 suggestive 

QTL for BREAST, BWAS, and TV were detected at position 80, 91, and 94 cM 

respectively, indicative for the presence of a QTL for PHS at the distal part of the q-

arm of this chromosome. Investigation of the genes located on QTL region at position 

80-105 cM on this chromosome points to a possible gene has its effect on heart 

namely TNNBK (position 29.7 Mb; TNNI3 interacting kinase). Zhao et al. (2003) 

reported that TNNBK is a cardiac-specific kinase and play important roles in the 

cardiovascular system. TNNBK is highly expressed in the heart, but is undetectable in 

other tissues. Three suggestive QTL were detected in the middle of chromosome 10, 

for the traits MORT-TOT, BWAs, and %RV. The peak of the test statistic was located 

at 64 cM for MORT-TOT, 88 cM for BWAs, and 79 cM for %RV. Again, many 

potential candidate genes can be found on this chromosome including IGF1R (17.3 

Mb), NR2F2 (16.3 Mb) and MEF2A (17.9 Mb). Insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1R) 

was considered a potential candidate for the treatment of heart failure. McMullen et 

al. (2004) reported that Cardiac hypertrophy induced by over expression of IGF1R 

was completely blocked by a dominant negative PBK (pllOalpha) mutation, 

suggesting that IGF1R promotes compensated cardiac hypertrophy in a PBK 

(pllOalpha)-dependent manner. 
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PHS and its relevance to human disease 

The study of the molecular mechanisms and genes underlying pulmonary 

hypertension syndrome (PHS) in chicken, might also have its implications for specific 

human diseases and more general will also improve our insight in the factors that play 

a role in cardiovascular functioning under high working load conditions. The research 

will be of particular interest in relation to high altitude pulmonary hypertension 

(OMIM 178400) in which acute pulmonary edema occurs in some persons at high 

altitude and which has been observed in particular human families, indicating genetic 

predisposition to the disease. PHS might also have implications for a better 

understanding of potential genetic factors that are involved in familial hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy (OMIM 192600). Newman et al. (2004) emphasised that, the 

pulmonary artial hypertension (PAH) is a complex genetic disease, meaning that 

gene-gene and environmental-gene interactions may confer susceptibility to PAH. 

Finally, the detailed study of the influence of hypoxia in the developing chicken 

embryo will be of relevance to understand the effects of oxygenic stress in the 

developing human fetus and its possible role in the susceptibility to cardiovascular 

diseases at a later age in life. 
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QTLs validation on GGA8 & GGA10 

ABSTRACT Pulmonary hypertension syndrome (PHS) followed by ascites is a 

major cause of economical losses to the broiler industry. The modern chicken small 

lung volume and body weight ratio is responsible for the inability of the respiratory 

system to respond to the broiler's elevated oxygen needs, which leads to ascites 

syndrome. Quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping opens a way for breeders to 

manipulate quantitative trait genes. In a previous study, a three generation population 

was created for mapping of loci that are involved in the susceptibility of birds to 

ascites. The results revealed quantitative trait loci (QTL) with suggestive associations 

on chromosomes 8 and 10 for some of the ascites-related traits. The objective of this 

study is to confirm the QTL reported previously in subsequent generations. A two 

generation population including 19 full sib families has been created. In total 14 

microsatellite markers were analyzed on all individuals. Twelve ascites-related traits 

were measured. Two QTLs exceeded the significance thresholds for the traits body 

weight at 2 and 5 weeks of age under ascites condition (BW2AS, BW5AS), right 

ventricular weight (RV), the ratio of right to total ventricular weight (RV:TV), and 

total mortality (MORT-TOT). The most significant QTL were located on 

chromosome 8 for traits BW5AS (ADL0278-MCW0351), RV (ADL0278-MCW0351) 

and RV:TV (ROS0075-ADL0278) and on chromosome 10 for traits BW2As 

(MCW0035-ADL0102) and MORT-TOT (ADL0158-LEI0112). 

Key words: Broilers, ascites, QTL mapping, cold stress. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Fast growth, high altitudes and cool temperatures are the primary triggers for 

ascites syndrome in commercial broilers (Julian 2000). This syndrome results in 

significant economic losses to the broiler industry due to high mortality around the 

world and has a negative impact on animal welfare. A number of studies suggested 

several traits that can be used as indicator traits for ascites. The large number of 

organs (e.g. heart, lung, liver, thyroid gland) which are involved in the disease makes 

ascites syndrome complicated. The physiology of this syndrome has been studied 

extensively (Julian 2000; Wideman and French 2000). In addition several studies 

showed that traits related to ascites syndrome have a relatively high heritability 

(Pakdel et al. 2002; De Greef et al. 2001; Maxwell and Robertson 1997; Lubritz et al. 

1995). This indicates that genetic factors play a considerable role in susceptibility of 

birds to ascites and offers perspectives for selection against this syndrome. Pakdel et 

al. (2004a) estimated a weak but positive genetic correlation among ascites-related 

traits measured under cold conditions and BW measured under normal conditions and 

concluded that there is scope for simultaneous selection for birds with BW and 

susceptibility to ascites. In commercial broiler breeding, genetic improvements for 

traits like BW can easily be achieved through traditional selection that is based on 

phenotypic information. However, most of the ascites-related traits are difficult to 

measure in commercial breeding (e.g. the traits can not be measured on the live birds) 

and therefore the breeder must rely entirely on information from relatives. It is 

expected that the availability of molecular information is especially useful in selection 

for these type of traits (Van der Beek 1995). Using DNA marker techniques, QTL 

controlling ascites susceptibility can be identified and used in marker assisted 

selection. Moreover QTL knowledge for such traits may contribute to a better 

understanding of the physiological and biological background of ascites. In a previous 

study (Rabie et al. 2004), a three generation population was created for mapping of 

loci that are involved in the susceptibility of birds to ascites. The results revealed 

quantitative trait loci (QTLs) with suggestive association for some of the ascites-

related traits on chicken chromosome 8 (GGA8) and GGA10. Confirmation of these 

QTLs is an essential step before an attempt is made towards the fine mapping of the 

QTL and identification of genes underlying the ascites-related traits. The objective of 

this study is to confirm the QTL reported previously for ascites-related traits in 

subsequent generations. 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Experimental Population 

For this QTL detection study, a two generation full sib design with 19 families 

was created. The experimental population used in this study originates from the 

population that was used by Rabie et al. (2004). In the previous study (Rabie et al., 

2004), a three-generation full sib half sib design was created for mapping of loci that 

are involved in the susceptibility of birds to ascites. G2 animals of this design were 

used to produce subsequent generations by random intercrossing in each generation. 

In the present study, the parents are generation 6 (Ge) or generation 7 (G7) birds and 

the full sib offspring are generation 7 or generation 8 (Gs) birds. In total 1,552 

individuals were included in the study of which including 5 G6/G7 full sib families and 

14 G7/G8 full sib families. The average number of offspring per family was 82 with a 

minimum of 61 and a maximum of 103 offspring per full-sib family. The birds in G6, 

G7 and G$ were typed for genetic markers. Phenotypic observations were collected 

during in total 33 weeks. In order to identify individuals that were susceptible to 

ascites, a cold stress temperature schedule was applied. At the time of hatching, the 

temperature was 30°C and then was gradually decreased to 10°C by 22 d of age. The 

temperature remained at 10°C until the end of the experiment. Except for the adjusted 

temperature schedule, birds were kept under circumstances that closely resemble 

commercial practice, i.e. a standard commercial broiler feed containing 12,970 kJ/kg, 

artificially lighted housing for 23 h /d, and group housing with 20 birds/m2. 

Traits measured were body weight at 2 and 5 wk of age (BW2As and BW5As), right 

ventricular weight (RV), total ventricular weight (TV) , the ratio of RV to TV 

(RV:TV), total mortality (MORT-TOT), blood pH (pH), partial pressure of carbon 

dioxide (^CCh), partial pressure of oxygen (pCh), blood bicarbonate concentration 

(HCO3), total carbon dioxide content (TcoJ and oxygen saturation in arterial blood 

(.sCb). For more information about the blood gas traits see Appendix. 

QTL Regions 

In the previous QTL analysis, QTL for ascites-related traits were found on 

different chromosomes of chickens (Rabie et al., 2004). From the results of that 

analysis chromosomes 8 and 10 were chosen for further analysis in the G7 and Gg 

populations. These two chromosomes were selected because they showed suggestive 

evidence of QTL effects for BW5AS,TV, and MORT-TOT. 
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Genetic Markers 

Genotypes for micro satellite markers were determined using DNA derived from 

blood samples from 10 G6, 457 G7 and 1085 Gg animals. In total 14 informative 

markers were mapped to chromosomes 8 and 10. The Haldane mapping function 

(Haldane 1919) was used in the current study. Table 1 shows the name, the number of 

alleles and the relative location of 14 markers on the two linkage groups used in the 

present study. 

Table 1. Linkage map of the chicken chromosomes 8 and 10 including 

marker names, marker positions in centimorgan and number 

of alleles. 

Chromosome 

90 

< 
O 

O 

O 

Markers 

ADL0301 

MCW0271 

ROS0075 

ADL0278 

MCW0351 

MCW0194 

ADL0038 

MCW0067 

MCW0035 

ADL0102 

MCW0366 

ADL0158 

LEI0112 

LEI0103 

Position in the current study 

0 

13 

14 

14 

24 

0 

7 

11 

34 

40 

40 

53 

59 

61 

Number of alleles 

2 

6 

4 

5 

5 

4 

6 

3 

3 

4 

7 

4 

3 

4 

Analysis ofPhenotypic Data 

For the analysis of the phenotypic data a two step procedure was applied; first 

average adjusted progeny trait values were calculated by adjusting phenotypic 

observations for systematic environmental effects, and secondly a QTL analysis was 

undertaken using adjusted trait values as dependent variables. Data were adjusted for 

the fixed effects sex and week of hatching. There was an additional fixed effect "date 
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of measurement" for blood gas traits. This fixed effect is related to the fact that 

measuring blood gas traits could not be done for all the birds on one day. Adjusted 

traits values were calculated using MTDFREML software (Boldman et al. 1995). 

Full sib QTL Analysis 

Full sib QTL analysis was undertaken using the regression interval mapping 

methodology as described by Van Kaam et al. (1998) in which a single QTL was 

fitted within each family. This method is an extension of the multi-marker regression 

method of (Knott et al. 1996) for outbred populations with a half sib family structure. 

Adjusted trait values of G7 and Gs were regressed on the probabilities of inheriting the 

first allele of each parent. The across family full-sib model to fit a QTL at position k 

was: 

Yv = family,+bSJXSJJ +bdlXd(l+ey 

where: 

Yy = Adjusted trait value for the/ offspring of the i' family 

familyi = Family mean 

bsj = Regression coefficient for the sire (s) in family i 

XSJJ = Probability that the/* offspring from sire s in family i received allele 1 

bd,i = Regression coefficient for the dam (d) in family i 

Xd,g = Probability that the/' ' offspring from dam d in family / received allele 

1. 

ey = Random residual. 

The family mean is used to account for polygenic differences between families. In 

order to test for the alternative hypothesis of the presence of QTL effects, versus the 

null hypothesis of the absence of QTL effect a test statistics was calculated at each 

centimorgan. The test statistic is the ratio of the explained mean square of the QTL 

effect under study in the numerator and the residual mean square of the full model in 

the denominator. The test statistic at position k was calculated as: 

RSS{H0)-RSSk{H,) 

df QTL 
Test statists (Hi:Ho) = —.— .. 

ass, (#,) 
V total ~ "J family ~ "J QTL J 
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RSS (Ho) is the residual sums of squares of the reduced model, i.e. without fitting a 

QTL: 

RSS (H0) = Y,(Yljk-family,)2 

and RSSk(Hi) is the residual sums of squares after fitting a QTL at position k: 

RSSk (//,) = ±(Yijk - family, - bslkXsl]k - bdJkXd,k f 

and df are the number of F7 and Fg genotyped animals (df,0,af), number of family 

means (dffamuy) fitted and number of QTL effects (afgri) fitted in each family. In case 

significant evidence for the presence of a QTL was found, the analyses also were 

performed for each family individually with the purpose to test for the presence of 

QTL effects within each family. 

Significance Thresholds 

The significance thresholds for the test statistics were calculated empirically using 

the permutation method outlined by Churchill and Doerge (1994). The genomewise 

threshold values were derived for each trait by permutating two linkage groups 

simultaneously. Significance tests for the presence of a QTL were performed at 5 cM 

interval. This was repeated 1000 times in order to construct the distribution of the test 

statistic under the null hypothesis. 

Permutation was also applied to determine which parents were segregating for a 

QTL on those locations where a QTL was detected in the across family analysis. Per 

parent, a test comparing a model with a QTL versus a model without a QTL was 

applied. Parents with a test statistic above the 10% chromosomewise threshold were 

considered to be segregating for the QTL. The 10% chromosomewise thresholds were 

calculated per parent by performing 1000 permutations at 5-cM intervals. 

RESULTS 

Twelve traits related to ascites have been analyzed in the current study. The 

statistical descriptions of the traits measured under cold stress conditions are 

presented in Table 2. The average weight of broilers at 5 wk of age was 1,119 g, the 

ratio of RV:TV which is an ascites heart index was 24 % and total mortality in the 

current experiment was 8%. 
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Information Content 

The information content shows the ratio between the actual variance found in the 

data and the expected variance under full information (Spelman et al. 1996). The 

regions covered in the current study were 24.7 cM for GGA8 and 61.4 cM for 

GGA10. The average information content over 2 linkage groups was 0.77 for both 

males and females. There was a slight difference in the average information content 

between males and females for each linkage group. Figure 1 shows the sex averaged 

information content for the 2 linkage groups. 

Table 2. Statistical description of the traits 

Trait 

BWat2wkofage (g ) 

BWat5wkofage(g) 

Right ventricular weight (g) 

Total ventricular weight (g) 

Ratio of right ventricular weight to total ventricular weight (%) 

Blood pH 

Partial pressure of carbon dioxide 

Partial pressure of oxygen 

Blood bicarbonate concentration 

Total carbon dioxide content 

Oxygen saturation in arterial blood 

Total mortality 

Abbreviation 

BW2AS 

BW5AS 

RV 

TV 

RV:TV 

pH 

pC02 

p02 

HC03 

Tco2 

s02 

MORT-TOT 

Number 

1507 

1382 

1355 

1355 

1355 

1260 

1261 

1261 

1261 

1260 

1259 

1507 

Mean 

370 

1119 

1.22 

5.04 

24.05 

7.38 

45.48 

52.42 

27.10 

28.50 

84.18 

0.08 

Std Dev 

111 

211 

0.34 

0.91 

4.83 

0.05 

6.41 

10.44 

3.11 

3.24 

6.47 

0.28 

GGA8 GGA10 

10 20 10 20 30 40 50 60 
(CM) 

Map position 

Figure 1. Information content for chicken chromosomes 8 (GGA8) and GGA10. 
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Full sib QTL analysis 

Table 3 gives the test statistic for the presence of a QTL for each trait at the most 

likely location. A Quantitative trait locus for RV:TV was located at 15 cM on 

chromosome 8 as shown in Figure 2 and exceeded the threshold for significant 

linkage. Furthermore, in the same region QTL affecting the traits RV and BW5AS was 

found and exceeded the threshold for significance linkage (Figure 2). The test statistic 

for the trait RV peaked at 19 cM and for the trait BW5As at 24 cM. To study the 

number of families contributing to these QTL, allelic effects were calculated for all 

families. Results suggest the segregation of the QTL in seven parents (of the 38) for 

trait RV:TV, in eight parents for trait RV and in eight parents for trait BW5As- The 

absolute average allele substitution effect (a) over these parents was 2.63% for 

RV:TV, 0.16 g for RV and 98.6 g for BW5AS. 

On chromosome 10, QTL for the traits BW2As and MORT-TOT were found 

(Table 3). This QTL exceeded the threshold for significant linkage, reaching a 5% 

significance level for trait BW2As and 7% for MORT-TOT. The peak of the test 

statistic was located at 34 cM for BW2As and at 59 cM for MORT-TOT. Furthermore, 

another high test statistic value was found for MORT-TOT on GGA10 at 40 cM 

(Figure 3). Suggestive QTL were detected for the traits TV and pC02. The test 

statistic for TV peaked at 23 cM and for ^C02 at 6 cM. Eleven parents showed 

significant QTL effects for BW2AS and eleven parents for MORT-TOT. The absolute 

average allele substitution effect (a) over these parents for BW2As was 34.5 g and for 

MORT-TOT was 0.13%. 
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Table 3. Summary of interesting regions per trait. The linkage group, the most likely 

location in centimorgan, the test statistic and the genomewise significance level 

of the QTL at this position are indicated per trait. 

Trait1 Chromosome 
Location 

(cM) 
Marker bracket 

Test 

statistic 
Significance 

BW5AS 

RV 

RV:TV 

l02 

£>2 

BW2AS 

TV 

MORT-TOT 

HC03 

Tco2 

PH 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

24 

19 

15 

12 

12 

34 

23 

59 

6 

34 

35 

35 

ADL0278 -

ADL0278 -

ROS0075 -

ADL0301 -

ADL0301 -

MCW0035 

MCW0067 -

ADL0158 

MCW0194 

MCW0035 

MCW0035 

MCW0035 

MCW0351 

MCW0351 

- ADL0278 

MCW0271 

MCW0271 

-ADL0102 

MCW0035 

-LEI0112 

- ADL0038 

-ADL0102 

-ADL0102 

-ADL0102 

1.66 

1.63 

1.84 

1.55 

1.29 

1.72 

1.52 

1.69 

1.6 

1.28 

1.29 

1.49 

1 BW5As = BW at 5 wk of age under ascites condition; RV = right ventricular weight; 
RV:TV = ratio of right ventricular weight to total ventricular weight; / 0 2 = partial 
pressure of oxygen; i02 = Oxygen saturation in arterial blood; BW2AS = BW at 2 wk of 
age under ascites condition; TV = total ventricular weight; MORT-TOT = Total mortality; 
/C0 2 = Partial pressure of carbon dioxide; HCO3 = Blood bicarbonate concentration; 
TCo = Total carbon dioxide content; PH = Blood pH 

2 Accounting for the multiple testing over the 3 chromosomes regions: *** = P<0.05, 
** = P<0.10, * = P<0.20 and ns = non significant. 
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Figure 2. Test statistic values from the analysis of traits BW5As, RV and 
RV:TV for quantitative trait loci on chromosome 8. 5 and 10 % 
thresholds for trait RV:TV are included. Map positions are given 
using Haldane scale. The triangulars indicate the position of 
markers on chromosome. 

H 

5 % threshold 

20 30 

-MORT-TOT 

10% threshold 

60 70 

Map position (cM) 

Figure 3. Test statistic values from the analysis of traits BW2As and MORT-
TOT for quantitative trait loci on chromosome 10. 5 and 10 % 
thresholds for trait BW2AS are included. Map positions are given 
using Haldane scale. The triangulars indicate the position of 
markers on chromosome. 

DISCUSSION 

This article aims at confirming QTLs controlling ascites resistance in broilers. A 

full sib regression interval mapping approach was applied, because it includes the 

segregation of alleles from both parents. This research has resulted in the 

identification and confirmation of several regions on two different chromosomes that 

may involved in susceptibility of chicken to develop ascites. Twelve ascites-related 

traits and more than 1500 individuals where analyzed in the current study. 
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Compared to the previous work (Rabie et al. 2004), both experiments were 

conducted under cold stress conditions which can stimulate metabolic rates and 

increase oxygen requirements, adversely affecting the incidence of ascites (Lubritz et 

al. 1995). Many of the ascites-related traits like BWAS, RV, TV, RV:TV and MORT-

TOT were common in both experiments. However, in the previous study some score 

traits related to ascites syndrome (e.g. fluid accumulation in the abdominal cavity, 

heart and liver abnormality and etc.) were measured, whereas these traits were not 

measured in the current study and blood gas traits were investigated in its place. 

The most significant results in the present study were found on GGA8 for the 

traits BWAS at five weeks of age and RV:TV and on GGA10 for the traits BWAS at 

two weeks of age and total mortality. These QTLs explain 5.7% and 5% of the total 

phenotypic variance for the traits BW5As and RV:TV respectively, and 6.8% and 

5.7% of the total phenotypic variance for the traits BW2AS and MORT-TOT 

respectively. 

Weight ratio of the right ventricle wall relative to both ventricles and septum 

(RV:TV) that quantifies the degree of hypertrophy of the heart, is a good indicator for 

ascites syndrome (Huchzermeyer and de Ruyck 1986; Pakdel et al. 2004b). It is 

generally agreed that birds susceptible to the ascites syndrome are expected to have 

higher RV:TV than resistant birds. The QTL results of current study show that there 

are QTLs on GGA8 associated with traits BW5As, RV and RV:TV. These results 

suggest that there are genes in this region which regulate growth rate at 5 wk of age, 

the weight of right ventricular of the heart and ratio of RV:TV and therefore 

susceptibility of birds to ascites syndrome. 

Among the factors causing ascites syndrome, inadequate oxygen supply relative to 

metabolic demand of tissues is a main factor. Low oxygen accessibility (high altitude) 

or high oxygen consumption (high performance or low ambient temperature) can 

increase the incidence of ascites (Julian 1993; Odum 1993). The traits that indicate 

such oxygen deficiency in susceptible birds are partial pressure of oxygen (j£>i) 

and/or oxygen saturation in arterial blood (.SO2). The results of current study showed 

suggestive linkage on chromosome 8 for pC>2 and 5O2. Because these two traits are 

genetically highly correlated (0.78, data not shown) and the most likely location of the 

QTL were the same in the current study, it seems reasonable to assume that the same 

QTL affected these traits. 
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In the present study two significant loci were detected for the growth traits 

(BW2As and BW5AS)- The two QTL affecting growth rate in chickens were identified 

on GGA8 and GGA10. The QTL detected for BW at 2 wk (BW2AS) on GGA10 did 

not significantly affect weight at 5 wk of age. This result suggest that the gene or 

genes involved in early growth and are responsible for skeletal growth and digestive 

organs are different with that affect the later growth of muscle tissue. 

The present research has resulted in the identification and confirmation of five 

regions on two chromosomes which contain genes that are involved in susceptibility 

of chicken to develop ascites. To identify the genes involved in the ascites syndrome, 

additional microsatellite markers need to be mapped in these regions. Once the 

susceptible alleles or closely linked markers are identified, marker-assisted selection 

can be applied to select birds against ascites syndrome. 
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APPENDIX 

p02, pC(?2 and Calculated Values for HCO3, Tco2, SO2: 

pCC>2 is measured by direct potentiometry. In the calculation of results for pC02, 

concentration is related to potential through the Nernst equation. When a cartridge 

includes sensors for both pH and pCCh, bicarbonate (HCO3), total carbon dioxide 

(Tco2) are calculated. 

Log HCO3 = pH + log pC02 - 7.608 

TCo2 = HCO3 + 0.03 pC02 

p02 is measured ampermetrically. SO2 (oxygen saturation) is the amount of 

oxyhemoglobin expressed as a fraction of the total amount of hemoglobin able to bind 

oxygen (oxyhemoglobin plus deoxyhemoglobin). 

Z3+150X 
s02 =100 

X3+150X + 23400 

where X = p02 xl0[0'48<""-7-4)-0'00l3(//CO3-25)1 
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Fine mapping of PHS related traits 

ABSTRACT Pulmonary hypertension syndrome (PHS) is one of the major 

quantitative traits that affects both of production and welfare in chicken. In this study, 

we confirmed and fine-mapped QTL for PHS-related traits on chicken chromosomes 2 

and 4 using an advanced intercross line (AIL) derived from a cross between two 

genetically different broiler dam lines originating from the White Plymouth Rock 

breed. Combined linkage disequilibrium and linkage analysis (LD/LA) was used to 

refine the position of these two PHS related QTL previously identified in a total 

genome scan of generation 2. In total 47 microsatellite markers were used at an 

average marker spacing of 2 cM. The use of a high marker density in combination with 

the combined LD/LA analysis on generation 7 and 8 of the AIL, resulted in the 

reduction of the size of the confidence interval on GGA4 from the original 50-60 cM 

to around 10 cM. 

Key words: Broilers, pulmonary hypertension, QTL .validation, fine mapping. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pulmonary hypertension syndrome (PHS) is a cascade of events that result in 

cardiac anomalies including an enlarged heart, right ventricular hypertrophy, variable 

liver changes, and accumulation of fluid in the abdominal cavity (ascites) (Riddell 

1991). In broiler chickens, growth rate has increased at a rate of 4 to 5% per year over 

the past 30 years as a result of very successful genetic selection techniques 

(Havenstein et al. 1994; Julian 2000). Along with this selection for rapid growth, a 

selection for muscle mass has been increased without a comparable increase in organ 

size (Julian 2000). Sometimes fast growing broilers are unable to deliver sufficient 

oxygen to satisfy the metabolic demands of their rapid growth rates. High cardiac 

output associated with a high oxygen requirement increase pressure and blood flow 

through the lung (pulmonary hypertension, PH) (Julian 2000). The etiology of the PHS 

appears to be multifactoral. Both genetic and environmental factors such as altitude, 

temperature, lighting, ventilation, and nutritional factors influence the development of 

ascites (Julian 1993; Currie 1999). PHS is a complex trait and a large number of 

organs (e.g. heart, liver, lung, thyroid gland) are affected. QTL information therefore, 

will enable the identification of some of the major genetic factors underlying this trait 

and thus contribute to a better understanding of the physiological and biological 

background of PHS. Recently, several QTL related to the development of PHS have 

been identified (Rabie et al 2004). However, the confidence intervals of these QTL are 

large (40-80 cM) necessitating the further fine mapping of these regions. 

Several studies have proposed theories and methods to refine the mapping position 

of QTL (Darvasi 1998; Riquet et al. 1999; Meuwissen and Goddard 2000). Of these 

methods, the variance component method using combined linkage and linkage 

disequilibrium (LD) has been considered as a promising approach for fine mapping 

(Meuwissen and Goddard 2001; Lund et al. 2003; Abdallah et al. 2003; Lee et al. 

2004). The main advantage of LD mapping over linkage analysis is that it makes use 

of all historical recombination in populations of unrelated individuals, giving more 

precise estimates of gene location. To efficiently utilize LD a much higher marker 

density is required then that is used for within family linkage analyses. Therefore, 

polymorphic markers (microsatellites and/or single nucleotide polymorphism markers, 

SNPs) need to be developed within the QTL regions to increase mapping resolution. 

The recent availability of a draft genome sequence (International chicken genome 

sequencing consortium 2004), as well as a high density SNP map (International 

Chicken Polymorphism Map Consortium 2004) of chicken has generated a rich 
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resource of both SNP and microsatellite markers. The objective of the current study is 

to validate and fine-map the QTL regions for PHS-related traits on GGA2 and GGA4 

(Rabie et al. 2004) using microsatellite markers in generation 7 and 8 of an advanced 

intercross population. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Experimental Population andphenotyping 

An advanced intercross line (AIL) was produced from the experimental cross 

original used to identify QTL for a number of PHS related traits (Rabie et al. 2004). 

From generation two onwards, between 100 to 120 animals per generation were 

randomly intercrossed to produce the next generation. Animals in generation 2 were 

predominantly chosen from the families that, based on the regression analysis in 

G2/G3, were segregating for PHS related QTL. Each generation, inheritance was 

checked by typing the animals with a set of 8 microsatellites. Phenotypes were 

measured on the offspring in generations 7 and 8 whereas genotyping was done on 

both parents and offspring (generations 6 to 8). In total 10 full sib families (910 birds) 

were used with an average number of offspring per family of 89 ranging from 78 to 

106 offspring per family. In order to identify individuals that were susceptible to PHS, 

the same cold stress temperature schedule was applied as described by Rabie et al. 

(2004). 

Traits measured were: body weight at 3 weeks of age under cold stress (BW3AS), 

body weight at 5 wks of age under cold stress (BW5As), right ventricular weight (RV), 

total ventricular weight (TV), RATIO (RV: TV), RV as a percentage of total BW5As 

(%RV), TV as percentage of total BW5As (%TV), total mortality (MORT-TOT), 

blood pH (pH), partial pressure of carbon dioxide (JCOJ), partial pressure of oxygen 

OO2), blood bicarbonate concentration (HCO3), total carbon dioxide content (TCo2) 

and oxygen saturation in arterial blood (.SO2). jCOi was measured by direct 

potentiometry. When a cartridge includes sensors for both pH and />CC>2, bicarbonate 

(HCO3), and total carbon dioxide (TcoJ were also calculated using the following 

equations: 
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Log HCO3 = pH + log pC02 - 7.608 

TCo2 = HCO3 + 0.03 fC02 

/O2 is measured amperimetrically. £>2 (oxygen saturation) is the amount of 

oxyhemoglobin expressed as a fraction of the total amount of hemoglobin able to bind 

oxygen (oxyhemoglobin plus deoxyhemoglobin) using the equation 

X 3 + 1 5 0 X 
s01 =100-

X1, +X5QX + 23400 

where X=p02 x 10[< 

Microsatellite Markers 

Details about the PCR conditions and map location of the 19 microsatellites that 

were used for the initial validation of the QTL on GGA2 and GGA4 (see Figure 1) 

have been described previously (Crooijmans 2000; Groenen et al. 2000). For the fine 

mapping 34 additional microsatellites were developed located within the regions 

containing the putative QTL. CA-type microsatellites consisting of at least 10 repeats 

were identified in the draft chicken genome sequence (release GalGal2; International 

chicken genome sequencing consortium 2004) between positions 116.58 Mb and 130.97 

Mb on GGA2 and between 36.32 Mb and 56.05 Mb on GGA4 using a small perl script. 

Primers flanking microsatellites were designed using PPJMER3 program 

(http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/). Criteria for primer development are the size of amplification 

product and the fluorescent dye (FAM, HEX, and TET) in such a way that all selected 

markers can be run simultaneously on an ABI-automated sequencer. Potential markers 

were tested for polymorphism on parents of Wageningen resource population (20 G2 

birds; individually). Amplification conditions for each marker were optimized by varying 

the annealing temperature. Details of the 47 microsatellites used in this study for fine-

mapping are shown in Table 1. 
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Genotyping 

Genotyping of the 47 microsatellite markers (22 markers for GGA2 and 25 

markers for GGA4) was performed as described by Crooijmans et al. (1997). The PCR 

amplifications were carried out in 12ul reactions as described previously by Jennen et 

al. (2004). The PCR amplification product of different markers within each marker set 

from the same bird were diluted and pooled in such a way that each marker signal on 

ABI-377 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Perkin Elmer, Foster City, CA 

94404) had a peak height of approximately 1000. Electrophoresis was performed on a 

6% denaturing polyacrylamide gel, Sequagel-6 (National Diagnostics, Atlanta, 

Georgia 30336) for 2 h on 12 cm gels, using an automated sequencer. Genotypes for 

all microsatellite markers were checked for allele inheritance by Crimap (Green et al. 

1990). Map distances given in this study are sex-average distances in centimorgans on 

the haldane scale (Haldane 1919). 

Analysis ofPhenotypic Data 

For the analysis of the phenotypic data a two step procedure was applied: first 

average adjusted progeny trait values were calculated by adjusting phenotypic 

observations for systematic environmental effects, and secondly a QTL analysis was 

undertaken using adjusted trait values as dependent variables. Data were adjusted for 

the fixed effects such as sex, week of hatching and date of measurement for blood gas 

traits. The last effect is related to the fact that measuring blood gas traits could not be 

done for all the birds on one day. Adjusted traits values were calculated using 

MTDFREML software (Boldman et al., 1995). 

QTL Analysis 

Full sib QTL Analysis 

Full sib QTL analysis was undertaken as described previously (Rabie et al. 2004) 

using the regression interval mapping methodology as described by Van Kaam et al. 

(1998) in which a single QTL was fitted within each family. This method is an 

extension of the multi-marker regression method of (Knott et al. 1996) for outbred 

populations with a half sib family structure. Significance thresholds were calculated by 

permutation testing (Churchill and Doerge 1994). The significance threshold was 

calculated through permutation over both chromosomes simultaneously in one 

analysis. For each trait, 1000 permutations at 5 cM intervals across the genome were 
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performed. Because lower significance thresholds can be used in a validation 

experiment, a significance threshold of 10% was used. 

Combined Linkage Disequilibrium Linkage Analysis (LDLA) 

The most likely haplotypes for each pedigree were determined by SimWalk2 

program (Sobel and Lange 1996), under the assumption of no linkage disequilibrium. 

Recombination fractions between the markers were estimated from physical distances 

in cM using an average of 340 Kb per cM. Using the haplotype set identified by 

SimWalk2, IBD probabilities of pairs of haplotypes at putative QTL positions 

(midpoint of each marker bracket) were predicted using the method as described by 

Meuwissen and Goddard (2001). The final step consisted of the calculation of the 

likelihood at the putative QTL positions using a variance component method. 

The significance was determined by calculating twice the difference between the 

log likelihood for the null hypothesis (no QTL) and the log likelihood for the 

alternative hypothesis (QTL present). This difference was tested against the standard 

contingency table X with one degree of freedom. 

RESULTS 

Previously we reported the localization of significant QTL for a number of traits 

related to PHS on GGA2 and GGA4 within a cross between two commercial broiler 

lines (Rabie et al. 2004). On GGA4 this region was located between markers 

MCW0085 and MCW0284 which on the chicken consensus map (Groenen et al. 2000) 

is between positions 112-167 cM. On GGA2 the region containing these PHS related 

QTL was even larger from 280-379 cM between markers MCW0185 and MCW0282 

on the consensus linkage map. 

To confirm the previously identified QTL for the PHS related traits and to further 

narrow down the regions containing these QTL, an advanced intercross line (AIL) was 

produced. 
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Validation study 

The AIL was produced by randomly intercrossing 100 to 120 animals per 

generation to produce the next generation from generation two (G2) onwards. Animals 

in G2 were predominantly chosen from the families that, based on the regression 

analysis in G2/G3, were segregating for PHS related QTL. To validate the previously 

identified QTL on GGA2 and GGA4, a within family regression analysis was 

performed on 10 full sib families (G6/G7 and G7/G8 respectively). The results of the 

regression analysis are shown in Figure 1 with the 10% significance threshold 

indicated by a vertical line. 

On GGA2 only the pC02 reached the 10% significance level, whereas on GGA4 two 

traits (BW5AS and HCO3) reached the 10% significance level. As expected for a within 

family regression analysis QTL peaks were broad and confidence intervals are in the 

order of 60 cM. 

Fine mapping using LDLA 

To further narrow down the QTL regions on GGA2 and GGA4 a combined linkage 

disequilibrium and linkage analysis was performed (Lund et al. 2003). In this approach 

a marker is estimated to be identical by descent (IBD) rather then identical by state 

(IBS) based on the known pedigree and that information is combined with the 

available linkage data. Depending on the informativety of the markers used, this 

analysis requires a marker density of one marker every 1-5 cM. Because the number of 

markers available in these regions was not sufficient additional markers were first 

developed from the recently available draft chicken genome sequence. 

Because microsatellites on average have higher information content then SNPs, it 

was decided to develop additional microsatellite markers on GGA2 and GGA4. The 

number of microsatellite markers successfully developed on GGA2 and GGA4 were 

14 and 20, respectively. Six markers out of these 34 markers appeared to be 

monomorphic leaving 28 markers to be used for the present study. Combined with the 

original 19 markers brings this to 47 markers in the LDLA analysis. The marker 

spacing for these 47 markers varies from 1-7 cM with an average spacing of 5 cM. 

Surprisingly, none of the traits reached the 5% significance threshold on GGA2. 

Although, pCC>2 almost reached this threshold (X2=3.82; p=0.051) for marker brackets 

ADL0114-ADL0271 and MCW0417-MCW0314 these two marker brackets are not 

adjacent to each other. On GGA4 for the traits BW5AS and TV several marker brackets 

within the region between markers MCW0398 and MCW0402 reached this threshold 

with the highest observed X2 of 7.82 (p=0.0052) for BW5As between markers LEI0122 

and MCW0396 (Figure 2). 
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Figure 1. Validation of PHS-related traits on chicken chromosomes 2 and 4. 
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Figure 2. Fine mapping of PHS-related traits on chicken chromosomes 2 and 4. 
(5% threshold, X2=3.»2; p=0.051) 
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DISCUSSION 

QTL mapping in chicken and other farm animals has seen a dramatic increase due 

to the similar dramatic increase in molecular resources and techniques needed to 

perform total genome scans. Consequently, hundreds of QTL have been described in 

chicken for a variety of traits (for a recent overview see the ChickAce database at 

https://acedb.asg.wur.nl/) although the majority of these traits a related to growth and 

body composition and traits related to disease are scarce. Recently, we have described 

the results of a total genome scan aimed at the identification of QTL for PHS (Rabie 

et al. 2004). Due to the complexity of this trait and to the choice of a commercial 

broiler x broiler cross the statistical power to detect QTL which influencing this trait 

is limited. Nevertheless, several regions with evidence for significant or suggestive 

QTL could be identified in that study. Here we confirm the segregation of two of 

these QTL on GGA2 and GGA4, although for GGA2 this confirmation is based on 

another trait related to PHS then in the original G2/G3 cross. PHS is a complex 

disorder characterised by a cascade of events affecting several organs, most notably 

the heart. All these effects are related to an inadequate oxygen supply relative to 

metabolic demand of tissues is the main factor. The traits that indicate such oxygen 

deficiency in susceptible birds are pC^, HCO3 .O2 and pC02. In the original genome 

scan in the G2/G3, PHS related measurements were restricted to the condition of the 

heart and the liver, the appearance of ascites in the abdomen and reduced growth. To 

further improve the detection of birds affected by PHS, it was decided in the current 

study to also measure the traits related to oxygen saturation in the blood. 

One has to realize that none of these traits on its own completely describes PHS. 

Often different combinations of significant or suggestive QTL for these traits are 

found within a particular region (Rabie et al. 2004) providing further evidence of the 

presence of a QTL at that particular chromosomal location. The PHS QTL previously 

identified on GGA2 was based on a significant F statistic for TV, %RV and RATIO. 

These three QTLs were located in a large region on GGA2 between positions 300 and 

380 cM of the consensus linkage map (Groenen et al. 2000). Furthermore the 

maximum of these three QTL was at different locations within this large region. Due 

to the large confidence intervals, it could not be concluded whether this region 

consisted of a single QTL or multiple closely linked QTL. In the current study, the 

trait JCO2 showed significance at the 10% threshold between location 340-380 cM on 

GGA2, the region where %RV and RATIO had there maximum in the G2/G3. No 

effect was seen for any of the traits measured in the current study between 300 and 

340 cM. The most likely explanation for these results are the lower statistical power 
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of the current experiment and the fact that /CO2 probably is a better indicator for PHS 

then the heart related measurements TV, %RV and RATIO. However, it can not be 

excluded that this region on GGA2 consists of two linked QTL regions (see LDLA 

below). 

On GGA4 the QTL for PHS could also be confirmed as the traits BW5As and 

HCO3 both reached the 10% significance level with their maximum between 130 and 

155 cM. However, the curves of the F statistic are flat and the QTL can be located 

anywhere in the region on GGA4 that was analysed in the current study (112-167 cM, 

between markers ADL0246 and MCW0284). In the analysis of the G2/G3 the trait 

BW5AS also reached the significance threshold (5% in that study) at this location 

whereas MORT-TOT reached and TV approached the suggestive threshold at the 

same location as well. 

The further reduction of a previously identified QTL and the identification of the 

underlying genetic cause are the real challenges in QTL mapping, in particular for 

complex traits like PHS. In the current study, we applied combined linkage 

disequilibrium and linkage analysis to further reduce the size of the confidence 

interval of the confirmed QTL on GGA2 and GGA4 (Figure2). On GGA2 only pC02 

approached a p-value of 0.05 between marker brackets ADL0114-ADL0271 and 

MCW0381 and MCW0314 around positions 324-354 and 358-362 of the consensus 

map respectively. Together with the previous results from the G2/G3 (Rabie et al. 

2004) this might indicate that there are indeed two different linked QTL within this 

location. 

The LDLA analysis on GGA4 gave significant results for BW5AS and TV. The 

results from the analysis for BW5AS indicates that the most likely location of this QTL 

is between markers MCW0398 and MCW0402 which translated to the chicken 

consensus linkage map is between positions 130 and 140 cM on GGA4. This region 

overlaps with the location of the QTL for TV between markers MCW0397 and 

MCW0402 whose location (calculated relative to markers on the consensus linkage 

map) on GGA4 is between positions 134 and 140 cM. The location between positions 

130 and 140 cM corresponds to the region between 40.56 Mb and 44.72 Mb on the 

sequencer map of this chromosome (chicken sequence build GalGal2). Whereas the 

region on GGA4 corresponding to positions 112 to 167 cM on the consensus map 187 

genes contains 187 ensembl gene predictions (see 

http://www.ensembl.org/Gallus_gallus/) the region that has been identified only 

contains 18 such gene predictions. 
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Although a reduction in the size of the QTL region could only be clearly obtained 

for the QTL on GGA4, the results show that the combined use of linkage 

disequilibrium and linkage analysis provides a powerful method the further narrow 

down the confidence interval of the QTL. As discussed above, the nature of the QTL 

and the possibility of multiple closely linked QTL complicate the analysis. 

Furthermore, when the marker density approaches densities close to 1 marker per cM 

as is the case for some of the areas within the regions studied here, even modest error 

rates have a dramatic effect on the reconstruction of the haplotypes used in LDLA 

analysis (data not shown). Further analysis therefore is required. The inclusion of SNP 

markers within these regions will further assist in the identification of shared 

haplotype fragments between the animals in the different families thereby further 

utilizing the full power of the advanced intercross for the fine mapping of these 

regions. 
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A radiation hybrid map of GGA4 

Abstract The mapping resolution of the physical map for chicken Chromosome 4 

(GGA4) was improved by a combination of radiation hybrid (RH) mapping and 

bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) mapping. The ChickRH6 hybrid panel was 

used to construct an RH map of GGA4. Eleven microsatellites known to be located on 

GGA4 were included as anchors to the genetic linkage map for this chromosome. 

Based on the known conserved synteny between GGA4 and human Chromosomes 4 

and X, sequences were identified for the orthologous chicken genes from these human 

chromosomes by BLAST analysis. These sequences were subsequently used for the 

development of STS markers to be typed on the RH panel. Using a logarithm of the 

odds (LOD) threshold of 5.0, nine linkage groups could be constructed which were 

aligned with the genetic linkage map of this chromosome. The resulting RH map 

consisted of the 11 microsatellite markers and 50 genes. To further increase the 

number of genes on the map and to provide additional anchor points for the physical 

BAC map of this chromosome, BAC clones were identified for 22 microsatellites and 

99 genes. The combined RH and BAC mapping approach resulted in the mapping of 

61 genes on GGA4 increasing the resolution of the chicken-human comparative map 

for this chromosome. This enhanced comparative mapping resolution enabled the 

identification of multiple rearrangements between GGA4 and human Chromosomes 

4q and Xp. 

Key words: Chicken, radiation hybrid, comparative map, chromosome 4 
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INTRODUCTION 

Comparative genomics plays an important role in the understanding of genome 

dynamics during evolution and as a tool for the transfer of mapping information from 

species with gene-dense maps to species whose maps are less well developed 

(O'Brien et al. 1993, 1999). For farm animals, therefore, the human and mouse have 

been the logical choice as the model species used for this comparison. Medium-

resolution comparative maps have been published for many of the livestock species, 

including pig, cattle, sheep, and horse, identifying large regions of conserved synteny 

between these species and man and mouse. More detailed analyses subsequently 

showed the presence of many internal rearrangements resulting in altered gene orders 

within these syntenic blocks (Sun et al. 1997, 1999; Rink et al. 2002; Larkin et al. 

2003). In chicken, the first comparative maps indicated an extraordinary conservation 

of synteny between this species and mammals, even though these species diverged 

around 300-350 Myr ago (Smith et al. 1997; Groenen et al. 1998; Nanda et al. 1999; 

Burt et al. 1999). However, subsequent detailed mapping studies on a number of 

chicken chromosomes indicated that the number of intrachromosomal rearrangements 

was considerably higher then thus far anticipated (Suchyta et al. 2001; Crooijmans et 

al. 2001; Buitenhuis et al. 2002; Jennen et al. 2002, 2003), clearly showing the need 

for an increased gene density on the chicken maps. Although a considerable number 

of genes have been mapped on the chicken linkage map, achieving the required high 

gene density necessary to identify the different conserved blocks within the regions of 

conserved synteny is not very practical because of the required polymorphism in the 

markers used. An alternative mapping approach that circumvents this problem is by 

using the radiation hybrid mapping technique (Walter et al. 1994). Originally, Goss 

and Harris (1975) first developed a technology for physical map generation using 

irradiation and fusion gene transfer (IFGT). This technique, however, was rarely used 

until advances in molecular genetics allowed efficient polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) screening of the RH panels. Therefore, it was recently rediscovered (Cox et al. 

1990; Walter et al. 1994) as an effective approach to building ordered maps of 

sequence-tagged sites. Since then radiation hybrid (RH) cell lines have proven to be a 

powerful resource for gene mapping, particularly in mammals, and they have been 

used to develop detailed physical gene-dense maps in human (Gyapay et al. 1996), 

zebrafish (Geisler et al. 1999), mouse (McCarthy et al. 1997), pig (Yerle et al. 1998), 

and horse (Kiguwa et al. 2000). Recently, a RH panel has also been constructed for 

chicken (Morisson et al. 2002), which has been used in the present study to improve 

the gene density on chicken Chromosome 4 (GGA4). 

Genes mapped on the chicken linkage map for GGA4 (Groenen et al. 2000; 

Schmid et al. 2000) indicated that most of this chromosome showed synteny with 
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human Chromosome 4 and the q arm of the human X chromosome. In addition, genes 

located on a number of different human chromosomes (HSA2, 3, and 5) mapped to 

the end of the linkage group of GGA4, most likely representing the tip of the q arm of 

this chromosome. These results were further confirmed by zoo-FISH experiments 

between HSA4 and GGA4 (Chowdhary and Raudsepp 2000). These results indicated 

that the region from GGA4ql. 1 to GGA4q2.6 is syntenic with HSA4. 

Recently, large collections of chicken gene sequences have become available in 

the form of expressed sequenced tags (EST) (Tirunaguru et al. 2000; Abdrakhmanov 

et al. 2000; Boardman et al. 2002). Clustering of these ESTs followed by sequence 

comparisons to human genes indicates that the chance of finding a chicken ortholog 

for a particular human gene is around 2 out of 3. This resource of chicken EST 

sequences was used in the current study to improve the gene density on GGA4 both 

by using the ChickRH6 panel and the chicken BAC library constructed in 

Wageningen (Crooijmans et al. 2000). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Selection of markers and genes. 

For type II markers, 23 chicken microsatellite markers covering the p and q arms 

of GGA4 were selected from the published chicken genetic map (Groenen et al. 

2000). Primer information for microsatellite markers located on GGA4, such as a 

primer sequence and PCR conditions, can be found at ARKdb farm animal database 

(http://www.thearkdb.org/) and ChickAce (https://acedb.asg.wur.nl/). 

For type I markers, 127 primer pairs derived from EST sequences representing 

chicken orthologs to genes located on HSA4 (102 genes) and HSAX (25 genes) were 

selected. Potential chicken orthologous sequences were first identified by a BLAST 

database search (BLAST v2.0 software; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast) with the 

human mRNA sequences representing all the genes known to be located on HSA4 and 

HSAX. The BLAST analysis was performed against a local chicken EST database 

containing all publicly available chicken EST sequences. Homologous chicken ESTs 

were subsequently used in a BLAST search against all human mRNAs (E-values at 

least e -50) to distinguish between orthologous and paralogous sequences. Only those 

chicken EST sequences that most likely represented the chicken ortholog of a gene 

located in human on HSA4 and HSAX were used for further analysis. Primer pairs 

were designed preferably within a single exon. For those cases where the resulting 

PCR product would be too small (<100 bp), primers were designed in adjacent exons 
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spanning the intervening intron. In these cases, preferably the smaller introns were 

chosen. Primers were designed with the PRIMER3 program (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/) 

(Table 1). Amplification conditions for each marker were optimized by varying the 

annealing temperature to produce a single amplicon of the predicted length with 

chicken genomic DNA and no amplification with genomic hamster DNA. Only 

primer pairs that gave a clear amplification product with the chicken and not with the 

hamster DNA were used for RH typing. 

RHpanel screening. 

The ChickRH6 panel (Morisson et al. 2002) consists of a total of 90 hybrids. 

Chicken and hamster genomic DNA and TE buffer were used as positive and negative 

controls, respectively. Ten to 25 ng of each panel DNA was amplified in a 384-well 

plate in a 6-11 mixture containing 1.5 mM MgC12, 50 mM KC1, 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 

8.3), 1 mM tetramethylammoniumchloride (TMAC), 0.1% Triton X-100, 0.01% 

gelatin, 0.2 mM of each dNTP, 0.125 U Silverstar polymerase (Eurogentec, Liege, 

Belgium) and 1.2 pmol of each primer. Amplification products were separated by 

electrophoresis on 1.5% ethidium bromide-stained agarose gels in 0.5 TBE buffer 

(44.5 mM Tris, 44.5 mM boric acid, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.3), and reactions were scored 

for the presence or absence of the specific amplification product. Each marker was 

typed independently in duplicate. 

BAC library screening. 

The BAC library was screened for type I and type II markers by two-dimensional 

PCR (Crooijmans et al. 2000). In the first round, positive plates were identified 

followed by the PCR analysis of the row and column pools of the positive plates. At 

least one BAC clone from each of the markers was identified. 

PCR conditions. 

For both RH panel and BAC screening, the PCR reactions were started with 5 min 

at 95°C followed by 35 cycles for 30 sec at 95°C, 45 sec at 45°C, 50°C or 55°C 

annealing temperature, and 60 sec at 72°C, followed by a final elongation step at 72°C 

for 10 min, and finally stop step at 4°C. PCR reactions were performed in PCR system 

Biometra_ using 384-well plates. 
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Table 1. Primer information for genes used in this study. 

Gene 
symbol 

ABCE1 
ADH5 
AFAP 
AGXT2L1 
ALP 
ANK2 
AP1S2 
APG-1 
ARGBP2 
ARHGEF9 
ATP7A 
BCMP1 
BMPR1B 
BTK 
CAMK2D 
CCNA2 
CCNG2 
CCNI 
CDKL2 
CENTG1 
CLCN3 
CLCN5 
CLOCK 
CMG2 
CNGA1 
COPS4 
COVA1 
CPE 
CRMP1 
CUL4B 
D4S234E 
DC2 
DCK 
DCX 
DDX3X 
DIAPH2 
DJ473B4 
DKC1 
DKK2 
DLG3 
EDI 
EIF2S3 
EIF4E 
ELF2 

Human 
cytogenetic 

map position 

4q31 
4q21-q25 
4pl6 
4q25 
4q35 
4q25-q27 
Xp22.31 
4q28 
4q35.1 
Xqll.l 
Xql3.2-ql3.3 
Xpll.4 
4q22-q24 
Xq21.33-q22 
4q25 
4q25-q31 
4ql3.3 
4ql3.3 
4q21.1 
4q21.21 
4q33 

Accession Number 

Human 
002940 
000671 
021638 
031279 
014476 
001148 
003916 
014278 
003603 
015185 
000052 
031442 
001203 
000061 
001221 
001237 
004354 
006835 
003948 
017593 
001829 

Xpll.23-p 11.22 000084 
4ql2 
4q21.22 
4pl2-cen 
4q21.3 
Xq25-q26.2 
4q32.3 
4pl6.1-pl5 
Xq23 
4pl6.3 
4q24 
4ql3.3-q21.1 
Xq22.3-q23 
Xpll.3-pll.23 
Xq22 
Xq26.3 
Xq28 
4q25 
Xql3.1 
Xql2-ql3.1 
Xp22.2-p22.1 
4q21-q25 
4q28 

004898 
058172 
000087 
016129 
006375 
001873 
001313 
003588 
014392 
021227 
000788 
000555 
001356 
006729 
019556 
001363 
014421 
021120 
001399 
001415 
001968 
006874 

Chicken 
JMB20jl8rl 
TC6849 
NP344463 
46351.2 
345746.3 
47969.1 
337157.1 
JMB35g8rl 
54771.8 
334327.1 
34574.1 
500086.1 
349923.1 
345575.2 
346674 
56394 
44206 
TC6787 
56394 
47690.1 
JMB7c4rl 
346697.1 
TC7301 
345485.2 
NP346095 
TC4353 
334353.3 
TC4299 
TC4156 
38850.1 
JMB7123745 
TC7399 
337391.2 
57758.2 
56851.1 
347324.1 
341971.1 
337406.3 
342800.1 
58956.1 
337200.2 
335006.2 
TC6391 
BI394288 

PCR 
Product 
size (bp) 

118 
168 
120 
148 
178 
267 
140 
146 
104 
162 
360 
115 
157 
154 
192 
104 
145 
129 
139 
118 
147 
324 
144 
328 
242 
121 
131 
137 
147 
148 
110 
130 
131 
196 
126 
184 
121 
150 
125 
129 
166 
157 
202 
183 

Temp . 

50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
45 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
45 
55 
50 
50 
50 
50 
45 
50 
50 
50 
50 
55 
50 
50 

Rf 

0.27 
-

0.13 
0.17 
0.14 
0.13 

-
0.13 
0.13 
0.41 

-
-

0.26 
-
-
-
-

0.11 
0.12 
0.40 
0.57 

-
-
-

0.07 
0.13 
0.51 
0.36 

-
-
-
-

0.10 
-
-

0.73 
-

0.58 
0.18 

-
-
-

0.13 
-

BAC Clone 

bW028B23 
bW029H01 
bW011H18 
bW028C02 
bW037A03 
bW036M09 
bW003B19 
bW015H15 
bW020H21 
bW008I04 

-
bW039C07 
bW015M22 

-
bW007B01 

-
bW013P18 
bW080M14 
bW034M24 
bW010H02 
bW064B10 
bW046O02 

-
-

bW121F14 
bW104P05 
bW023C04 
bW023N17 

-
bW039K18 
bW094K13 
bW006A08 
bW095E06 
bW012F01 

-
bW012P24 

-
-

bW026B08 
bW017B24 
bWOlOAll 
bW037A22 

-
bW031P04 
(Continued) 
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Table 1. Continued 

Gene 
symbol1 

ELOVL6 
EPHA5 
FACL2 
FAT 
FBX08 
FGB 
FGF2 
FLNA 
FMR1 
GAB1 
GABRA4 
GALNT7 
GDI1 
GLRB 
GPM6A 
GRIA2 
GRID2 
GRPEL1 
GUCY1A3 
HAND2 
HD 
HDAC8 
HERC3 
HNRPD 
HNRPDL 
HNRPH2 
HSA6591 
ING1L 
KALI 
KLHL2 
LDB2 
LPHN3 
LGR3 
LGR7 
MAB21L2 
MADH1 
MGC10646 
MGC11324 
MIDI 
MORF4 
NDST3 
NDST4 
NFKB1 
NR3C2 
NUP54 
PAPSS1 
PCDH10 

Human 
cytogenetic 

map position 

4q25 
4ql3.1 
4q34-q35 
4q34-q35 
4q34.1 
4q28 
4q26-q27 
Xq28 
Xq27.3 
4q28.3 
4pl2 
4q32.1 
Xq28 
4q31.3 
4q34 
4q32-q33 
4q22 
4pl6 
4q31.1-q31.2 
4q33 
4pl6.3 
Xql3 
4q21 
4q21.1-q21.2 
4ql3-q21 
Xq22 
4 
4q35.1 
Xp22.32 
4q21.2 
4pl6 
4ql2 
4q31.3 
4q32.1 
4q31 
4q28 
4q21.1 
4q21.3 
Xp22 
4q33-q34.1 
4q28.1 
4q25-q26 
4q24 
4q31.1 
4q21.1 
4q24 
4q28.3 

Accession Number 

Human 
024090 
004439 
021122 
005245 
012180 
005141 
002006 
001456 
002024 
002039 
000809 
017423 
001493 
000824 
005277 
000826 
001510 
025196 
000856 
021973 
002111 
018486 
014606 
031370 
005463 
019597 
014487 
001564 
000216 
007246 
001290 
015236 
021634 
021634 
006439 
005900 
032693 
032717 
000381 
006792 
004784 
022569 
003998 
000901 
017426 
005443 
020815 

Chicken 
AI981662 
334182.2 
339343.2 
331914.2 
JMB30pl3rl 
TC6789 
TC7431 
53860.1 
34198.1 
1489.1 
17087.1 
5917 
TC6728 
25861 
TC7231 
43814.1 
38183 
JMB32n8rl 
34342 
TC7847 
31503.1 
335214.3 
JMB7132077 
AI981884 
TC7164 
TC4142 
345459.4 
342599.1 
NP346520 
45313.2 
NP345067 
26237 
35188 
35188.1 
AL586521 
TC5227 
TC6571 
336345.1 
341078.2 
BI391102 
19176 
58090.1 
TC4333 
349338 
AI982010 
34885 
508333 

PCR 
Product 
size (bp) 

203 
326 
130 
422 
184 
204 
280 
107 
138 
210 
122 
127 
153 
171 
109 
140 
249 
192 
269 
216 
195 
113 
110 
151 
127 
697 
113 
260 
139 
125 
150 
305 
127 
127 
441 
159 
153 
165 
137 
222 
178 
161 
168 
124 
135 
148 
218 

Temp3 

50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
45 
50 
50 
55 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
55 
50 
45 
50 
50 
55 
50 
45 
50 
45 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
55 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 

Rf 

0.14 
-
-

0.31 
-
-

0.16 
0.18 
0.60 
0.09 
0.20 
0.12 

-
0.50 
0.18 

-
0.19 
0.18 
0.52 

-
0.17 
0.48 
0.10 
0.13 

-
-
-
-

0.07 
-

0.16 
0.14 
0.67 
0.48 

-
0.13 

-
0.16 

-
0.12 
0.20 
0.12 
0.13 
0.21 
0.11 
0.18 
0.33 

BAC Clone 

bW011K04 
bW016J03 

-
bW061E08 
bW048H08 
bW013I12 
bWO 14121 
bW041F20 
bW010I17 

-
bW040D21 
bW060Fll 
bW030F13 

-
-

bW036I02 
bW056K10 
bW012N03 
bW010I19 
bW053D06 
bW017P21 
bW028E14 
bW035K18 
bW055D20 

-
-
-

bW012O02 
-

bW023N17 
bW032K09 

-
bW024G14 
bW028J09 
bW056M04 
bW063Cll 

-
bW001O18 
bW129012 
bW045D14 
bW040N15 
bW015N23 
bW021B20 
bW023A13 
bW096F06 
bW020L08 
bW026F07 
(Continued) 
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Table 1. Continued 

Gene 
symbol' 

PCDH7 
PDGFC 
PDGFRA 
PDHA2 
PDZGEF1 
PGRMC2 
PITX2 
PKD2 
PMSCL1 
POLR2B 
PPAT 
PRSS12 
RAB33B 
RRAGB 
REST 
RPS3A 
SEC3 
SGCB 
ShrmL 
SLC25A4 
SLC4A4 
SLIT2 
SMARCA5 
SMCIL1 
SNX25 
STIM2 
TEC 
TLL1 
TPARL 
TRIM2 
TUBB4Q 
UBE2D3 
UGDH 
UGT8 
USP38 
VEGFC 

Human 
cytogenetic 

map position 

4pl5 
4q32 
4ql2 
4q22-q23 
4q32.1 
4q26 
4q25-q27 
4ql3.2 
4q28.1 
4ql2 
4ql2 
4q28.1 
4q28 
Xpll.21 
4ql2 
4q31.2-q31.3 
4qll 
4ql2 
4ql3.3 
4q35 
4q21 
4pl5.2 
4q31.1-q31.2 
Xpll.22-pll.21 
4q35.1 
4pl5.2 
4pl2 
4q32-q33 
4ql2 
4q31.23 
4q35 
4q22.2 
4pl5.1 
4q26 
4q31.1 
4q34.1-q34.3 

Accession Number 

Human 
002589 
016205 
006206 
005390 
014247 
006320 
000325 
016457 
005033 
000938 
002703 
003619 
031296 
006064 
005612 
001006 
018261 
000232 
020859 
001151 
003759 
004787 
003601 
006306 
031953 
020860 
003215 
012464 
018475 
015271 
020040 
003340 
003359 
003360 
032557 
005429 

Chicken 
4735.1 
NP344712 
TC8274 
332935.5 
5249 
BI391557 
TC5315 
AJ395970 
JMB7120551 
TC7941 
TC8440 
46899.1 
37969.1 
335137.4 
44465 
TC4166 
43272 
TC6012 
331830.9 
TC6688 
346067 
2748.1 
TC6224 
349580.1 
33244 
AI981296 
JMB38k23rl 
20997 
340757.2 
21084 
TC4138 
TC6035 
TC5502 
33803.1 
JMB21pl8rl 
44227.1 

PCR 
Product 
size (bp) 

184 
125 
223 
156 
212 
152 
106 
250 
109 
159 
187 
166 
282 
119 
292 
248 
127 
219 
164 
183 
220 
143 
159 
150 
101 
148 
135 
176 
129 
215 
212 
159 
147 
276 
207 
188 

Temp . 

50 
55 
50 
50 
50 
55 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
45 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
50 
45 
50 
50 
50 
50 

Rf 

-
0.52 
0.20 

-
0.11 

-
-

0.14 
-

0.18 
0.13 
0.13 
0.29 
0.41 

-
-
-

0.13 
0.13 

-
0.12 

-
-
-

0.19 
0.18 
0.17 
0.37 
0.19 

-
0.11 
0.20 
0.13 
0.16 
0.29 
0.19 

BAC Clone 

-
bW014N12 
bW029L03 
bW001E08 
bW040J23 
bW015H15 

-
bW016H13 
bW023K21 
bW017P12 
bW018F15 
bW014K04 
bW039B02 
bW074F04 
bW017P12 

-
bW016D22 
bW084D22 

-
-

bW039D14 
-

bW122E10 
-

bW075K07 
bW056N05 
bW082I06 
bW034I19 
bW022H06 

-
bW088E02 
bW012N06 
bW001M13 
bW015N23 
bW068Fll 
bW027Lll 

Primer information such as a primer sequence can be found at (https://acedb.asg.wur.nl/). 
2Accession number (NM_) of human genes used in BLAST, searching for identifies chicken 

orthologous genes. 
3Annealing Temperature in PCR. 
4Retention frequency (Rf). 
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Statistical analysis and map construction. 

The CarthaGene program (Schiex and Gaspin 1997) was used to analyze and 

construct the RH map for GGA4. CarthaGene is a maximum-likelihood multipoint 

RH and genetic data-mapping tool (available at http://www.inra,fr/bia/T/CarthaGene/). 

Markers disrupting good map ordering were identified in the best sets of map orders 

produced and by examining the consistency of patterns for two-point LOD scores 

(higher than 5) of markers in their assigned order against each other across the 

chromosome to get the final frame work groups (Figure 1). Therefore, final map 

distances were calculated by using CarthaGene order as input for the RH map for 

maximum likelihood. 

RESULTS 

RH mapping. 

We initially started with the 127 STS markers representing likely orthologs of 

genes from human Chromosomes 4 and X and 23 chicken microsatellite markers that 

had previously been mapped to GGA4. These markers were tested for successful 

amplification on chicken genomic DNA and on the DNA from the RH panel. 

Successful amplification was defined as a single amplification product as visualized 

on agarose gel electrophoresis and the absence of that fragment using the hamster 

genomic DNA as a control. This was eventually achieved for 77 genes (60.63%) and 

15 of the microsatellite markers (65.22%). These markers were typed on the RH panel 

and used for further linkage analysis. 

The first step in building the chicken Chromosome 4 RH map was to group 

markers within separate linkage groups using a LOD threshold of 5.0. This allowed us 

to create an initial set of 9 RH linkage groups, containing 61 of the genes and 11 of 

the microsatellite markers. For 22 markers (randomly distributed along HSA4 and 

HSAX), no linkage was observed with any of the other markers, even after lowering 

the LOD threshold to 2.0. For the linkage groups 1-9 (Figure 1), the locus order was 

investigated by using the build option of the CarthaGene program. The retention 

frequency (Rf) was calculated for all markers used and was found to vary enormously. 

Although the average RfTor the markers was 24%, the lowest Rf observed was 7% for 

the KALI gene whereas the highest Rf (82%) was observed for marker ADL0317 

(Table 1). 
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BAC library. 

To further increase the number of genes on GGA4 and to increase the number of 

anchor points between the RH maps of Chromosome 4 and the BAC contig map 

currently under construction, the Wageningen BAC library (Table 1) was screened 

with 127 of the STS markers described above. For 99.99 markers at least one BAC 

clone was identified (77.95%). Because several of the STSs appeared to be positive 

for the same BAC(s), an additional 5 genes could be assigned to the RH linkage maps 

(linkage groups 3, 4, 5, 7, and 8). 

Furthermore, an additional RH linkage group (linkage group 6) could be anchored 

to the genetic linkage map of GGA4 (Figure 1). 

The BAC clone b\V040D21 identified for microsatellite marker LEI0388 was also 

positive for the marker developed within the gene GABRA4, allowing the positioning 

of RH linkage group 6 containing the genes STIM2, GABRA4, TEC, SGCB, PDGFRA, 

TPARL, and PPAT to the region around position 180 cM on the genetic linkage map 

for GGA4. 

The five genes (KLHL2, PGRMC2, REST, UGT8, and D4S234E) that were added 

to RH linkage groups 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8, respectively, based on the identified BACs are 

labeled in Figure 1 by an asterisk. In order to avoid inflation of the map size of these 

linkage groups, we chose to project these additional markers at their most likely 

location without altering the multipoint distance between framework markers (Figure 

1). 
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GGA4 Lg4-1 
0.0-TTADL0143 

Lg4-3 
0.0-r-rGUCY1A3 

Figure 1. Alignment of RH maps of chicken Chromosome 4 with the framework genetic 
linkage map of GGA4 map. Microsatellites that are also located on the 
genetic linkage map are indicated in bold. Genes indicated by an asterisk 
have been mapped by using BAC information. RH linkage groups shown are 
supported by a two-point LOD score >5. The map within each group was 
identified as the best order using the "Nice-map" analysis within 
CarthaGene. 
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Figure 2. Distribution of retention frequency along chicken chromosome 4 for the 
markers used. The average retention frequency was 24%, the highest and 
the lowest values (82% and 7%) were observed for the marker ADL0317 
and for KALI gene, respectively. 

DISCUSSION 

RH mapping. 

Because GGA4 showed conservation of synteny mainly to HSAX and HSA4 

(Schmid et al. 2000), chicken ESTs orthologous to genes located in man on HSAX 

and HSA4 were identified. The combined RH mapping and BAC identification 

approach eventually resulted in the successful mapping of 61 genes to GGA4, 54 of 

which were homologous to genes located on HSA4 and 7 of which were homologous 

to genes located on HSAX. Although the resulting RH map consists of 9 independent 

linkage groups, all are linked by a marker to the genetic linkage map of GGA4 and 

therefore could be ordered with respect to each other. However, since most of these 

linkage maps are connected to the genetic linkage map by only a single marker, the 

relative orientation of them is not known. There were some initial difficulties at 

arriving at the gene order for the 9 radiation hybrid maps for GGA4. For example, 

although PDGFRA has a low two-point LOD score with SGCB, GABRA4, and PPAT 

(only 2.0, 0.2, and 3.3, respectively), it has a high two-point LOD score with TEC and 

TPARL (7.0 and 8.0, respectively), and clearly indicating that it is located on the same 

linkage group. The average observed Rf for the markers mapped to GGA4 is 24%, 
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which is similar to the results described by Morisson et al. (2002) who used two 

microsatellite markers from GGA4 (MCW0085 and MCW0099). The Rfs for these two 

markers were 20% and 7%, respectively. In another study using this RH panel (Jennen 

et al. 2004), which focused on GGA15, the observed average Rfwas also found to be 

in the same range (18%). However, the observed Rf of the markers used in this study 

varied considerably along the chromosome (Figure 2). The Rf was particularly high in 

the region around position 15 and 80 cM of the consensus linkage map (around map 

positions 27 and 134 cR of linkage groups 1 and 2, respectively). The differences in 

Rf are observed for markers that are not just randomly distributed along GGA4 but 

that are located in the same region on the chromosome. This indicates that the 

observed retention frequencies reflect the actual retention of these chromosomal 

fragments in the cell lines from the radiation hybrid cell panel and are not caused by 

nonspecific amplification of the marker. 

BAC library. 

The BAC clones that were identified by screening the Wageningen BAC library 

resulted in the mapping of several additional genes on GGA4, i.e., KLHL2, PGRMC2, 

REST, UGT8, and D4S234E. Furthermore, the identification of BAC bW040D21 for 

markers LEI0338 and GABRA4 resulted in the positioning of RH linkage group 6 

around position 180 on the genetic linkage map of GGA4, thereby placing another 7 

genes on this chromosome (STIM2, GABRA4, TEC, SGCB, PDGFRA, TPARL, and 

PPAT) (marker details can be found at https://acedb.asg.wur.nl/). BACs that have 

been identified with markers mapped on GGA4 are also key elements that help to 

integrate the cytogenetic and linkage maps with the physical BAC contig map. BAC 

end sequencing of the Wageningen BAC clones is currently in progress and this will 

aid in the further integration of the RH, linkage, and BAC mapping data with chicken 

genome sequence contigs. 

Comparative map. 

A comparison of the genes mapped on GGA4 to the chromosomal location of the 

orthologous genes in human is shown in Figure 3. The available comparative mapping 

data clearly show that the major part of GGA4 shows conserved synteny to the q arm 

of HSAX and the q arm of HSA4. In addition, regions syntenic to the p arm of HSA4 

and to small regions on HSA21q, HSA3p, HSA2p, and HSA5q have also been 

described (Groenen et al. 2000; Schmid et al. 2000; Matsishima et al. 2000). 

However, in those cases where such conserved synteny is based on only a single gene, 

one has to pay particular caution as many of these links may be the result of incorrect 
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previous identifications of orthologs versus paralogs. The conserved synteny between 

GGA4 and HSA5, for example, is based on the FISH mapping of the CTNN1 gene to 

the distal tip of the q arm of GGA4 (Suzuki et al. 1999). Interestingly, the related 

CTNN2 gene has also been mapped to HSA2p 12-11.1, already indicating that the 

gene mapped in chicken probably is the ortholog of CTNN2 (Groenen and 

Crooijmans 2003). This led us to reexamine the FISH mapping results by Suzuki et al. 

(1999) and a BLASTN search was done with the sequence of the cDNA clone used in 

the FISH experiment (accession number Dl 1090). The results clearly showed that this 

cDNA was the orthologous gene of the human CTNNA2 gene that is located on GGA4 

(with a sequence identity of 82%). The other example on GGA4 is the TGFBR2 gene, 

which is located on HSA3 and on MMU9. No other genes currently mapped on 

GGA4 are located on these chromosomes in man and mouse. A close reexamination 

of the data for the consensus linkage map showed that the localization of this gene on 

GGA4 on the consensus map (Groenen et al. 2000) has been erroneous. 

Finally, the link between the distal part of GGA4p to HSA21q needs to be 

regarded as doubtful. This presumed syntenic link was established by mapping the 

microsatellite MCW0047 to position 23 cM on the linkage map of GGA4 (Crooijmans 

et al. 1995; Groenen et al. 2000). This microsatellite was derived from a genomic 

clone (accession number M20817) containing part of the HMGN1 gene. However, a 

close examination of a BLASTN database search using this sequence showed that this 

sequence also has sequence identity of 94-97% to several other human clones derived 

from a number of different human chromosomes (11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 21, and 22) 

including HSAX. Although the exact map location of the genes that were mapped in 

this study to GGA4 is not known yet, the approximate positions of these genes already 

clearly indicate that multiple rearrangements have occurred within the syntenic 

regions on chicken Chromosome 4 and human Chromosomes 4, X, and 2 (Figure 3). 
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HSAX GGA4 
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Figure 3. Comparative map between chicken Chromosome 4 and human 
Chromosomes 2, 4, and X. Estimated positions for human genes are given 
in cM, according to the Map Viewer from Entrez Genomes 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/). The numbers located on the right of the 
vertical bar of GGA4 represent the relative positions in cM of the chicken 
loci. Microsatellite markers are in bold; genes labeled with an asterisk are 
mapped based on the BAC screening. Genes mapped by RH are in italics. 
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The comparative data that are currently available for GGA4 indicate that this 

chromosome contains at least 20 CSOs (Conserved Segments Ordered) when 

compared to human. These findings are in agreement with previous studies on chicken 

Chromosomes 10 and 15 where a large number of rearrangements were observed 

within regions of conserved synteny between man and chicken (Crooijmans et al. 

2001; Jennen et al. 2003). In these studies the average size of these CSOs was 

between 4 and 6 cM, which is even smaller than that observed for GGA4. This, 

however, is due to the density of the genes currently mapped on these chromosomes, 

and it is expected that the number of conserved segments will increase as the number 

of genes mapped in chicken increases. 

Based on the currently available data, we expect that the number of conserved 

regions between chicken and human might be as high as 300 (20 CSOs with a size of 

GGA4 approximately 7% of the chicken genome) to 1000 (19 CSOs with a size of 

GGA15 approximately 1.8% of the chicken genome; Jennen et al. 2004) with an 

average size of just a few cM. A more accurate estimation of this number has to await 

the completion of the physical and sequence maps of the chicken genome expected to 

become available in 2004. 
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General Discussion 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

The objective of the study described in this thesis was to identify genes controlling 

Pulmonary Hypertension Syndrome (PHS) in chicken, a metabolic disease 

increasingly being observed in fast growing birds. Depending on the geographical 

location and housing conditions, reducing the incidence of this disease would have a 

major impact on animal welfare and also reduce economic losses to the poultry 

industry. The breeding industry has for a long time recognized that susceptibility to 

the disease not only is affected by the environment but that genetic factors play a role 

as well. However, because PHS is difficult and expensive to measure in practical 

breeding circumstances, selection against the incidence of the disease has not been 

implemented in commercial breeding. The availability of a genetic test for (some of) 

the major genetic components that confer resistance to the disease would therefore be 

highly desirable. Based on these considerations it was already decided in the mid 

nineties to develop a large experimental population and analyze it in relation to PHS. 

In this thesis the first results of this ongoing work have been described. In this final 

chapter we look back at this work which was performed during a time where the 

available information of the chicken genome increased at a rate that was unexpected 

at the start of the project. The implications of the work described in this thesis as well 

as the implications of the recent availability of the enormous genome resources in 

chicken on future research will be discussed. This chapter is divided into three major 

sections: The first section discusses the initial detection and confirmation of QTL for 

PHS as was described in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis as well as the subsequent fine-

mapping of the confirmed QTL on GGA2 and GGA4. The second section focuses on 

the role of comparative mapping in this approach followed by the last section about 

the selection of potential candidate genes underlying a QTL and the use of haplotype 

analysis and linkage disequilibrium mapping to accomplish that goal. 

Quantitative trait loci and fine scale mapping study. 

The QTL mapping population used in this study was established in the mid nineties 

and is based on a cross between two broiler dam lines originating from the White 

Plymouth Rock breed. This directly highlights an important difference between this 

cross and the majority of other experimental crosses in chicken used for QTL mapping 

(Tatsuda and fujinaka 2001) where generally two extreme breeds are crossed. Because 
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our aim was to identify genes affecting PHS that are segregating in commercial broiler 

lines, it was decided to use a cross between two such lines. It is expected that this choice 

results in a lower power of the experiment something that is clearly apparent from the 

lower test statistics observed in the current study (chapter 2, 3 and 4) and other studies 

(Van Kaam et al. 1998, 1999a,b; Jennen et al. 2004a,b) based on the same population. 

Whether the original assumption that many relevant genes will be fixed between more 

extreme breeds still has to await the molecular cloning of the genes underlying the 

identified QTL in the different types of QTL crosses. 

An additional drawback of the mapping of QTL for PHS is the complexity of the 

trait. PHS evolves as a complex cascade of events in which many different organs are 

involved (see chapter 1, figure 3). The phenotype therefore is measured through a 

number of different characteristics most of them related to the condition of the heart, 

mortality and impaired growth (chapter 2). To further improve the description of the 

disease at a later stage (during the validation and fine mapping experiments) 

additional measurements were added directly related to the oxygen saturation 

(chapters 3 and 4). In retrospect, there is not one single measurement that best 

describes PHS and one suggestion might be to try to combine the different 

measurements in a single derived trait. However, how to best weigh the different 

measurements is far from trivial and will require further investigation. 

The initial QTL mapping experiment resulted in the identification of several 

significant QTLs on chromosomes 2, 4 and 6 and suggestive linkage was found on 

chromosomes 5, 8, 10, 27, and 28 (Chapter 2). However, the estimated map position 

of the QTL lack precision, and the QTL often spread across more than 20-60 cM 

which effectively for the smaller chromosomes like GGA27 and GGA28 means 

almost the complete chromosome. 

Before putting a lot of effort in trying to narrow down these regions, it is essential 

to validate the QTLs in subsequent generations. Eventually this was done on 

generations 6-8 of this cross. Of the 8 QTL regions initially identified, 4 showed 

evidence of a QTL related to PHS in generation 6-8 (chapter 3). The 4 regions that 

could not be confirmed most likely represent false positives in the initial genome 

scan, although it can not be ruled out that some of these regions consisted of multiple 

linked QTL each with a small effect that were separated in the subsequent 

generations. After validation of the QTLs, the chromosomal region associated with 

the trait should be narrowed down by using a fine mapping approach. Although it is 

tempting to look directly for potential candidate genes in the confirmed regions, the 

size and therefore the large number of genes makes this approach not very successful. 
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In chapter 2 we nevertheless made an attempt to identify such potential candidates, 

and although several candidates were identified the number was still to large to be 

meaningful. 

To narrow down the region containing a QTL additional animals with a 

recombinant haplotype in that particular region are needed. This can be accomplished 

by either generating new recombination events de novo by producing more offspring 

or, alternatively, by taking advantage of historical recombinants by analyzing another 

(distantly related) population. For the fine mapping of the PHS QTL it was chosen to 

use an advanced intercross line (AIL; Darvasi and Soller 1995). An AIL is produced 

by random intercrossing (avoiding sibling pairing) in each generation from G2 

onwards, until the desired advanced intercross G„ is obtained. For QTL fine-mapping 

purpose, individuals in the latest generation are phenotyped and genotyped. In this 

way, many recombination events applicable for high-resolution mapping of QTL 

accumulate in a relatively small population over multiple generations. In their original 

publication, Darvasi and Soller (1995) proposed this method for crosses between two 

inbred lines. Using an AIL based on a cross between two outbred populations 

constitutes a challenge and requires a substantially larger number of markers. 

Although, initially much effort was put into the targeted development of markers, the 

availability of a draft sequence of the chicken genome and a high density SNP map 

greatly has circumvented this necessity. An import choice remains in which type of 

marker to use (microsatellites versus SNPs). SNP markers are abundant with on 

average in chicken 1 SNP per 200 bp (International chicken polymorphism map 

consortium 2004). SNPs have the advantage that they are more suitable for 

association studies because of their relatively low mutation rate they are almost 

exclusively IBD. A disadvantage is that they are not as informative as microsatellites. 

Because of the higher information content it was decided to use additional 

microsatellites for the fine mapping of the QTL (chapter 4). However, in future 

experiments this choice will also be dependent on the typing method used. Because 

the number and throughput of SNP typing methods is still increasing while 

genotyping costs are going down, it is to be expected that the balance will shift to 

SNPs in future experiments. 
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Comparative mapping 

The objectives for comparative mapping between chicken and other species, in 

particular man, have greatly changed because of the completion of the draft sequence of 

the chicken genome. Initially, and for the largest part of the duration of the work 

described in this thesis, comparative mapping between chicken and human was used as a 

way to predict the genes located in the identified QTL regions. In addition, this also 

provided the means to target marker development in those regions as well. This 

approach using both the RH panel and the Wageningen BAC library resulted for GGA4 

in a gene-dense map and a high resolution comparative map between GGA4 and human 

chromosome 4 and X (chapter 5). This map was used to assign and align sequence 

contigs derived from the whole genome shotgun sequencing approach to chicken 

chromosome 4 (International chicken genome sequencing consortium 2004). This in 

turn made it possible to select and design a large number of additional microsatellite 

markers in the QTL region on GGA4 (chapter 4). 

Although a draft sequence of the chicken genome is now available further 

improvement of the chicken RH and linkage maps is still of high importance. It is 

estimated that the current draft of the chicken genome sequence covers around 90-95 
o, 'a of the genome (International chicken genome sequencing consortium 2004). 

Furthermore, 10 % of the sequence contigs have not yet been assigned to a chicken 

chromosome or chromosomal location. The same is true for the physical map of the 

chicken genome where 34 of the 260 contigs have not yet been assigned a 

chromosomal location (Wallis et al. 2004). Comparative mapping between chicken 

and mammalian genomes still is an important tool in chicken (and human) genome 

research. Although no longer needed to assist in the targeted development of new 

markers it is an important resource for the annotation of chicken genes and the 

identification of regulatory sequences. Recently, several studies (Van Laere et al. 

2003; Freking et al. 2002) have shown that mutations in regulatory sequences can 

have a big impact on quantitative traits such as muscle growth and fat deposition 

further emphasizing the need to identify such elements. Having a detailed annotation 

of the chicken genome both with regard to genes as well as regulatory elements and 

the availability of a large collection of SNPs (International chicken genome 

sequencing consortium 2004) will greatly enhance our possibilities to identify the 

underlying mutations for the identified QTL. 
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From mapping to candidate genes 

The ultimate goal of QTL mapping is to identify the genes underlying these 

polygenic traits and to gain a better understanding of physiology and biochemistry of the 

trait. Although it is already possible to use a marker bracket of tightly linked markers 

around the QTL in breeding schemes (Marker assisted selection, MAS) the efficient use 

of the identified QTLs in breeding programes requires the ultimate positional cloning 

of the corresponding genes (Schwerin et al. 2004). For the successful implementation 

of marker-assisted selection in other populations than those originally used to identify 

the QTL, segregation of QTL needs to be verified within these lines. Furthermore, 

depending on the size of the marker bracket the linkage phase of the marker and the 

positive QTL need to be re-examined at regular time intervals as well. This inevitable 

results not only in an increase of the genotyping costs but also in the increase of the 

phenotyping costs which in the case of PHS in chicken will not be economically 

feasible. Therefore, it will be essential to eventually identify the gene and the underlying 

causative mutation and to develop a specific genotyping assay for that mutation before it 

can be efficiently implemented in commercial breeding (Gene assisted selection, GAS). 

The large number of potential determinants of PHS, and the large number of potential 

candidate genes for PHS makes this an especially challenging goal for this trait. 

In chapter 2, eleven potential candidate genes have been identified based on the 

location of the detected QTL on chicken chromosomes 4, 8 and 10 and based on the 

known function of that gene in mammals. However, it is apparent that additional 

candidates are located within these regions and that it is essential to further reduce the 

size of the QTL interval (chapter4). A further reduction in the size of these QTL 

intervals combined with a detailed analysis of the haplotypes associated with the 

positive and negative QTL effect will be required for the identification of the gene 

involved. Although an understanding of linkage disequilibrium is a fundamental 

component of the candidate-gene approach, it is important to note that there is very 

limited information, at present, with regard to LD patterns across the chicken genome 

(Chapter 4, this thesis). Therefore, assumptions about the ability to detect associations 

on the basis of LD and about the predictive power of haplotypes need to be carefully 

valuated (Goddard et al. 2000; Ardlie et al. 2002). The identification and selection of 

the polymorphisms (SNPs) for genotyping can be a formidable task in the design of a 

candidate-gene study. With a complete genome sequence and a polymorphism map 

with over 2.8 million SNPs this approach has now become feasible in chicken. 

However, the ultimate proof that a particular mutation among a group of associated 

polymorphisms (SNPs) is the causative mutation for the QTL observed still remains a 

daunting task. 
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SUMMARY 

Pulmonary hypertension syndrome (PHS) is characterized a cascade of events 

resulting in cardiac anomalies including an enlarged heart, right ventricular 

hypertrophy, variable liver changes, and accumulation of fluid in the abdominal 

cavity (ascites). PHS is not a disease; it is a condition in which excess amount of 

ascitic fluids (a combination of lymph and blood plasma which has leaked from the 

liver) accumulate in the abdominal cavity which has prompted the common name 

"water belly". Several genetic and environmental factors such as altitude, temperature, 

lighting, ventilation, and nutritional factors seem to influence the development of the 

PHS. The work described in this dissertation is a first step towards the identification 

of genetic factors controlling PHS. 

An experimental population was specifically generated with the aim to map QTL 

for a number of different economically important traits including PHS. The 

population is based on a so-called full-sib/half-sib design based on three generations 

(Gi, G2 and G3) derived from a cross between two genetically different outcross 

broiler dam lines originated from the White Plymouth Rock breed. Chapter 2 

describes the initial mapping of a several QTL for traits related to PHS using a total 

genome scan. The total genome scan was performed on ten full sib families consisting 

of 20 Gi and 456 G2 birds which were typed with 420 microsatellite markers covering 

24 autosomal chromosomes. Phenotypic observations were collected on 4202 G3 birds 

and a full sib across family regression interval mapping approach was used to identify 

the QTL. Statistical evidence for QTL was found on chicken chromosomes (GGA) 2, 

4 and 6. Suggestive linkage was found on chromosomes 5, 8, 10, 27, and 28. 

Phenotypic measurements mostly were related to the condition of the heart (%RV, 

%TV, RATIO), appearance of the internal organs, ascites and survival. The most 

significant QTL that were identified are located on GGA2 for the traits, right and total 

ventricular weight as percentage of body weight (%RV and %TV). A related trait, the 

ratio of right ventricular weight as percentage to total ventricular weight (RATIO), 

reached the suggestive threshold on this chromosome. 
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The observed test statistics were not very high, which was to be expected in a G2 

cross between two related breeds. The subsequent confirmation of the observed QTL 

in the next generations therefore, is an essential step before attempting to further 

narrow down the identified QTL intervals. The validation of the QTL on 

chromosomes 8, 10 and 28 and the confirmation of those on GGA8 and GGA10 is 

described in Chapter 3. 

Validation was performed in generations G6 to G8 of the experimental cross. The 

population consisted of 19 full sib families (a combination of G6/G7 and G7/G8). In 

total 14 microsatellite markers were analyzed and twelve PHS-related traits measured 

on more than 1500 individuals. Significant results were found for the traits body 

weight at 2 and 5 weeks of age, right ventricular weight, RATIO (RV:TV) and total 

mortality. The most significant QTL were located on chromosome 8 for traits body 

weight at 5 wk of age (ADL0278-MCW0351), right ventricular weight (ADL0278-

MCW0351) and RATIO (RV:TV) (ROS0075-ADL0278) and on chromosome 10 for 

traits body weight at 2 wk of age (MCW0035-ADL0102) and total mortality 

(ADL0158-LEI0U2). The QTL on GGA28 could not be confirmed. 

The validation and confirmation of the significant QTL on GGA2 and GGA4 are 

described in Chapter 4. This chapter also describes the further fine mapping of these 

two QTL using a combined linkage disequilibrium/linkage analysis approach 

(LDLA). Validation and fine mapping was performed on an advanced intercross line 

(AIL) created by random intercrossing in each generation from G3 onwards until Gs-

In total 47 microsatellite markers were used, located within approximately 25 Mb and 

16 Mb on GGA2 and GGA4, respectively. QTL originally detected in G2/G3 

generations were confirmed on the two chromosomes, for the traits RATIO on GGA2 

and for BW5As on GGA4. Additional QTLs were detected for the trait pC02 on 

GGA2, and for BW3As on GGA4. These two traits had not previously been measured 

in generation 3 of the original study. The combined LDLA approach enabled a 3-4 

fold reduction of the size of the QTL interval. 

The improvement of the physical map for GGA4 and the generation of a detailed 

comparative map between this chicken chromosome and human chromosomes 4 and X 

are described in Chapter 5. The mapping resolution of the physical map for GGA4 was 

improved by a combination of radiation hybrid (RH) mapping and BAC mapping. The 

ChickRH6 hybrid panel was used to construct an RH map of GGA4. Eleven 

microsatellites known to be located on GGA4 were included as anchors to the genetic 

linkage map for this chromosome. Based on the known conserved synteny between 

GGA4 and human chromosomes 4 and X, sequences were identified for the orthologous 
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chicken genes from these human chromosomes by BLAST analysis. These sequences 

were subsequently used for the development of STS markers to be typed on the RH 

panel. Using a logarithm of the odds (LOD) threshold of 5.0, nine-linkage groups could 

be constructed which were aligned with the genetic linkage map of this chromosome. 

The resulting RH map consisted of the 11 microsatellite markers and 50 genes. To 

further increase the number of genes on the map and to provide additional anchor points 

for the physical BAC map of this chromosome BAC clones were identified for 22 

microsatellites and 99 genes. The combined RH and BAC mapping approach resulted 

in the mapping of 61 genes on chicken GGA4 considerably increasing the resolution 

of the chicken-human comparative map for this chromosome. This enhanced 

comparative mapping resolution enabled the identification of multiple rearrangements 

between chicken chromosome 4 and human chromosomes 4q and Xp. 

Finally, the results of this thesis are discussed within a broader context in Chapter 6 

and in particular in relation to the recently published draft sequence of the chicken 

genome and the polymorphism map consisting of 2.8 million single nucleotide 

polymorphisms. 
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SAMENVATTING 

Het pulmonale hypertensie syndroom (PHS) wordt gekarakteriseerd door een 

cascade van gebeurtenissen resulterend in hart afwijkingen (vergroot hart, rechter 

ventriculaire hypertrofie), variabele leverafwijkingen en ophoping van vocht in de 

abdominale holten (ascites). Door een overmaat van ascitesvocht (lymfevocht en 

bloedplasma uit de lever) in de buikholten is PHS ook wel bekend onder de naam 

waterbuik. Verschillende genetische als ook omgevingsfactoren zoals hoogte, 

temperatuur, licht, ventilatie en voedingsfactoren lijken van invloed te zijn op de 

ontwikkeling van PHS. Het onderzoek beschreven in dit proefschrift is een eerste stap 

om de genetische factoren te identificeren die aanleiding geven tot PHS. 

Dit proefschrift richt zich op de identificatie van genen betrokken bij PHS bij 

vleeskippen. Om deze genen te identificeren wordt gebuik gemaakt van een 

"quantitative trait loci" (QTL) analyse. Om QTL voor verschillende economisch 

belangrijke kenmerken waaronder PHS op te sporen is een experimentele populatie 

opgezet. Deze populatie is opgezet volgens een zogenaamd "full sib/half sib" ontwerp 

en is een kruising tussen twee genetisch verschillende vleeskuiken moederlijnen, 

afkomstig van het White Plymounth Rock ras. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt het detecteren en 

localiseren van QTL voor de kenmerken gerelateerd aan PHS beschreven door 

gebruik te maken van een zogenaamde complete genoom analyse. De totale genoom 

analyse werd uitgevoerd door 10 "full sib" families, bestaande uit 20 generatie 1 (Gl) 

en 456 G2 kippen te typeren voor 420 microsatelliet merkers afkomstig van 24 

autosomale chromosomen. Verder werden van 4202 G3 kippen fenotypische 

waarnemingen verzameld. QTL analyse werd uitgevoerd door gebruik te maken van 

een "full sib" over familie regressie interval methode. Significante QTL werden 

gedetecteerd op de chromosomen (GGA) 2, 4 en 6. Suggestieve koppeling werd 

gevonden voor de chromosomen 5, 8, 10, 27 en 28. De fenotypische waarnemingen 

waren meestal gerelateerd aan hart condities (%RV, %TV en RATIO), condities van 

de inwendige organen, ascites en overleving. Het QTL gevonden op GGA2 voor de 

kenmerken rechter en totale hartkamer gewicht als percentage van het 

lichaamsgewicht (%RV en %TV) had de hoogste statistische significantie. Een 

gerelateerd kenmerk, de verhouding van het rechter hartkamer gewicht als percentage 

van het totale hartkamer gewicht (RATIO), bereikte een suggestieve drempel op 

ditzelfde chromosoom. Doordat de populatie bestond uit een kruising van twee 
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gerelateerde rassen kon de verwachte lagere test statistieken worden verklaard. Het is 

daarom essentieel om de gevonden QTL te valideren in verdere generaties voordat 

begonnen kan worden aan het verkleinen van de gevonden QTL gebieden. De 

validatie van de QTL op chromosoom 8, 10 en 28 en de bevestiging daarvan op 

GGA8 en GGA10 wordt beschreven in hoofdstuk 3. 

De validate voor deze chromosomen is uitgevoerd in generatie G6 tot G8 van de 

experimentele populatie. Deze populatie bestaat uit 19 families met voile 

broers/zussen (een combinatie van G6/G7 en G7/G8). In totaal zijn alle individuen 

getypeerd voor 14 microsatelliet merkers. Verder zijn aan meer dan 1500 

vleeskuikens 12 ascites gerelateerde kenmerken gemeten. Significante resultaten zijn 

gevonden voor de kenmerken lichaamsgewicht op 2 en 5 weken leeftijd, gewicht 

rechter hartkamer, RATIO (RV:TV) en uitval. Het meest significante QTL ligt op 

chromosoom 8 voor de kenmerken lichaamsgewicht op 5 weken leeftijd (BW5AS) 

(ADL0278-MCW0351) van de genetische kaart, gewicht rechter hartkamer (ADL0278-

MCW0351) en RATIO (ROS0075-ADL0278). Voor GGA10 voor de kenmerken 

lichaamsgewicht op twee weken leeftijd (MCW0035-ADL0102) en uitval (ADL0158-

LEI0112). Het QTL op GGA28 kon niet worden gevalideerd. 

De validatie en bevestiging van de significante QTL op GGA2 en GGA4 zijn 

beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. In dit hoofdstuk is tevens de verdere verfijning van deze 

twee QTL gebieden beschreven, gebruik makend van de gecombineerde "linkage 

disequilibrium/ linkage analysis" methode (LDLA). Validatie en verfijning van de 

QTL gebieden is uitgevoerd in onderling gekruiste lijnen (de "advanced intercross 

line"; AIL) welke gemaakt zijn door willekeurig ondelinge kruisingen toe te passen 

vanaf de derde generatie (G3) totdat de achtste (G8) werd bereikt. In totaal zijn 47 

microsatelliet merkers gebruikt voor het QTL gebied op GGA2 (ongeveer 15 Mb 

groot) en GGA4 (ongeveer 16 Mb groot). Het QTL origineel gedetecteerd in de 

G2/G3 generatie werd bevestigd op de twee chromosomen voor de kenmerken 

RATIO op GGA2 en BW5As op GGA4. Bovendien zijn additionele QTL gedetecteerd 

op GGA2 voor het kenmerk /CO2 en BW3As voor GGA4. Deze laatste twee 

kenmerken zijn niet gemeten in generatie 3 van de oorspronkelijke studie. De 

gecombineerde LD/LA methode resulteerde in een 3 tot 4 voudige reductie van de 

grootte van het QTL interval. 

De verbetering van de fysische kaart van GGA4 en het genereren van een 

gedetaileerde vergelijkende kaart tussen dit kippen chromosoom en de humane 

chromosomen 4 en X zijn beschreven in hoofstuk 5. De resolutie van de fysische 

kaart voor GGA4 is verbeterd door een combinatie van "radiation hybrid" (RH) 
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kartering en "bacterial artificial library" (BAC) kartering. Het ChickRH6 hybrid panel 

is gebruikt voor het maken van een RH kaart van GGA4. Elf microsatelliet merkers, 

genetisch gelokaliseerd op GGA4, zijn gebruikt als ankers tussen de genetische en de 

RH kaarten. Met behulp van het vergelijken van sequencies in de EMBL/Genbank 

databanken ("BLAST") zijn, gebaseerd op de bekende geconserveerde synteny tussen 

GGA4 en de humane chromosomen 4 en X, sequenties gei'dentificeerd voor orthologe 

kippen genen van deze humane chromosomen. Deze sequencies zijn gebruikt voor de 

ontwikkeling van STS merkers die vervolgens getypeerd zijn op het RH panel. Door 

gebruik te maken van de LOD drempels van 5,0 werden 9 koppelingsgroepen 

geconstrueerd welke gekoppeld werden met de genetische koppelingskaart van dit 

chromosoom. De hieruit resulteerende RH kaart bestond uit 11 microsatelliet merkers 

en 50 genen. Om het aantal genen op de kaart uit te breiden en om additionele 

ankerpunten naar de fysische BAC kaart van dit chromosoom te krijgen zijn BAC 

klonen gei'dentificeerd voor 22 microsatelliet merkers en 99 genen. De gecombineerde 

RH en BAC kartering heeft geresulteerd in plaatsing van 61 genen op GGA4 en 

hiermee is de resolutie van de kippen/humane vergelijkende kaart voor dit 

chromosoom aanzienlijk verbeterd. Door deze verbeterde resolutie van de 

vergelijkende kaart zijn verschillende herrangschikkingen gei'dentificeerd tussen kip 

GGA4 en de humane chromosomen 4q en Xp. 

Tenslotte worden in hoofdstuk 6 de resultaten van dit proefschrift bediscussieerd 

en in een bredere context geplaatst waarin de recent gepubliceerde voorlopige 

sequentie van het kippen genoom en de polymorfisme kaart welke bestaat uit 2,8 

miljoen "single nucleotide polymorphisms" (SNPs) zijn meegenomen. 
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ABBREVIATIONS KEY 

ABDOMEN 

BREAST 

BW2AS 

BW3AS 

BW5AS 

HC0 3 

HCT 

HEART 

LIVER 

MORT-TOT 

pC02 

pH 

t02 

QTL 

RV 

RATIO (RV:TV) 

s02 

Tco2 

TV 

%RV 

%TV 

Fluid accumulation in the abdomen 

Color of the chicken breast 

Body weight at 2 weeks of age under ascites condition 

Body weight at 3 weeks of age under ascites condition 

Body weight at 5 weeks of age under ascites condition 

Blood bicarbonate concentration 

Hematocrit value 

Fluid in the heart sac 

Liver abnormalities 

Total mortality 

Partial pressure of carbon dioxide 

Blood pH 

Partial pressure of oxygen 

Quantitative trait locus 

Right ventricular weight 

Ratio of right ventricular weight to total ventricular weight 

Oxygen saturation in arterial blood 

Total carbon dioxide content 

Total ventricular weight 

Right ventricular weight as percentage of B W 

Total ventricular weight as percentage of BW 
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J-JJXJI -j^-^-t-U 

jaJl LJJJUJ J I _, h * < j > ^ RATIO-!' AL-J QTL-ll J - ^ J -̂  J .%TV J %RV 

^ A*3IJ1I QTL-JI ^ ja.X-3 A - I j J ' . ' • > , • tSllil j yJl j l l <J*-niil ^a 1$J1C J . ~~ i - » g j l l i l l ^ 

^ j l l J A jatiLnL C J U J J I I »JA liiAill J**ill AJ&I . 2 8 j 10 ' 8 ,^LoJJ> aJJ :^ , <> ^ 

J j aJ I j (jajLuJI JjaJI jJJ Lo d!)Li.lJJ (j^i A_»JIJ Aljle J 9 (j-^- o-«ljM J £jlj"JI J;?- ̂  (_5lc. CLOJ 

** '"."J« A&ua j i i e I j j j l AJOIIJJ Q- —°" I JlA (J j l j j . j j^Ull (JjaJlj X J L J I (JJaJI 4JJJ j AjUJI 

1500 cs^ AJJJ .^1 CLOJ .C-uMloi j j l ia p_jj (j-o jjLa-o 14 - l ' ~ ' ' - 1 ALJOIIJJ IJA PHS-N-? 

lie 11 n̂» ll j j j **• —' Aj_jj*^o TuUj J j ^ . j AJUIIJJJI 0.1A ^ i \gjir. J . -—vl-ll j u l l i j l ^ j * j _ j jUa 

Ai-a J ] AitiJaVlj R A T I O - ^ AAxo tL-llsil tJAJ^I al aicill Q j j tA-j.ll i A H\A\ J ( jJCjiull j ^ c . 

QTL-ll Jl« u?.l>ill U-IJII CJJJ -JJ^ I J& £& Aj j i iJi QTL-JI ^ht«. AJ£]I j j i i l i ^ j 

(—jlail ALOJ^ ( j_)j ' ( j . )̂J> Afy''' "24 -^^ £̂ -> <*J." ml AJOLA .̂ JAC- 2JC- - • "^ " ( j j j AAu^J Ajb^LiJI 

t>° -iJJ«JI Uiaji cliAa. j J5 j -tjl3>jj<i/)'un 15 -iJc R A T I O j ^ f j j ' j ' ' ' " 19 - ^ £%! j * ) ^ ! 

3 4 2^>* - ^ LH11 j f "1 ' y^ -^ ,*"•'•> N u j j 4 ^ - a t>° ^ ^ __>*il*JI ( » j j_^o j j ^ l ^yk QTLs-N 

Aj^^i^a djLuj JJA (j^«uj /J j .(jLa>jj)«j1'iMi 59 -^c' AJJSJI ( j j i j j l AJJOIJ j ^ j l^ j jan'wi i 

QTLs^ l A # O L ^ JjSb j CJLJI f j ja I ^ J j . t > l j - ^ 2 8 ?jjj*j^ J& **&jb Q T L s ^ l 

j . j j j - a j j £ l l ^ !>l£ (^Jc AJJ IJ I I Q T L s - ! ' <JJJ*-« AiSb j A ja . ! i j ^ <ja.l j j g/jJI J^adll JJlh 

(Jji-s") ( - JSJ^^ IJJJL« «^>J el MIInil j Ani-sil (Jji-y'iil Aij^jJa » l ^ ' m L t d j j j (F ine Mapp ing ) 

(Linkage disequilibrium/Linkage analysis "LDLA") 

Advanced Intercross Line j» l̂«3l Ajk.WI Jâ jJaiJI U i l̂i-=>~i..)lj AjjaJill i,'u>wa j i j 

J ^ l J l J j—jl l J± dJUll JjaJI j > 1*1̂ 1 J^ - J ^ ^ J l j ^ l -U^Li .illJ j (AIL) 

25 Ailum ^yJc tjJC j j -o dll^iaijjSLLall p j j ( j« _i?A« 4 7 Aiulj.ll! oJA ,,3 a1-> w.il .(_J-O\JJI 

A^JIJJI f » j j _ ^ j j ^ l tjJ'1' ( j l-^j j i^jVn" 16 AiLaLo ^ j lc- j i»Jl-"l j » j j j ^ J J ^ ' t s * uW^JJ^J*'1'" 

JjaJI ^ rw.VKI ^ 1 j - Aauujjll QTLsJ I ^J^J *£k AJJIJOII SJA £JUi (j-« j . ( ja . l j j l l 

C J U ^ I t > 51S1 0-IS1I J J = J I ^ £ j l j l l j ^UJ I a J - j J > . j j S ] l o - ^S <> • - ^ N J gH^I 
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4AJ1I ^La.J J (.SjJjll VT» I 'n\\ J AJajiull e j l j j l l Q^JC (jiSUj -ULujll sift 

(Pulmonary Hypertension Syndrome "PHS") 

(cil l j l -Jill s«.US al^xjV (_ru:UuVI i.11m«ti jA j t>i»J<« (_>"J J L P ' J ' 1 ' ^W PHS-1 ' ' ' ' nJj 

A-O j j i i l l J Aja. j j jJ*«5 i_lil JJXJ dill j £ j JJ-OJV I t—Jill -1 - • - --^ . •>»" Aj^ali. i_Jill --i.."— * J Jii-»JJ 

s_j j ja j j | J r ^ jUo j l l I (JjLuill J a.JI La j^J ( j * , ) (J^JJ-JI (J* A}~*. J^ '^-lL'«^ f&\j>i 

j AfinW tjx,\j*}\ QA JJ.I*1I .(Ascites),*\*'""i'"*^W 4-*UI -1JC- l—ij*J l_S '̂ J jiUall ' 1 * ^ 

(jc p l i j j ' i l jj-aaJI t_pjJ j (Jllall (Jif" J 0 ^ " J PHS-^ J J ^ J «>^J J .'^^ " ^/'J.'^ 

.4-ljiull J l AilwaVlj 4JJ$J1I 40«.Ujayi tA hj-» <i\l SjljaJI 4-a.jJ j a j l l TtJajji (_g j i i n<i 

lillJS j AjliaJI (J^IJJJI Je . L-ij*jJI j i_iLauSI (_ji (jLaJJ AJLOIJII OJA J (-uLoi^l ( j i j i l l 

J i l AjjjjaJill ojiixJI sUljJ f j J3 (>ajiJI li$l .PHS-H J 4-oSUiJI CiLkaJI QA JJ& .lUaj 

AJ^AI IJJ J i l l l_jlL-all ^ JjJxl] (QTL) 4J*£1I lllU..all j l l j - i 4jJj. i l Aj»ij'ijlt sljJI <jj£j 

MjLlVl UiU^j i j <U11I Ai iVl d i^ j lo j& S j i i J I »JA ( jXJ .PHS-il J5* »j±£ y •- '*' 

(jl ll'-1! n tjjUAi (JJJjIjJ ( j ^ 3 ^ tlW riKll (JA \$'\\ i* it J»J J i l l j Ajuljio (_JLî .t tij!5lj j jx A£U1A1I 

.(White Plymouth Rock) <j±£i\ ^ I J J CJJ*J!>UI A ! 5 U <J* U^li^l Lu l j j 

( P H S ) (_H»J»1I 1^* ^A^» W ^ J jL i i j 4-olx. 4-o.lLi AJ11«J AlLuJI oJA ,JA Jjfyl J^M jnxj, j 

xk\jAi . j j j i l j j ^ j j - i j S ( ja.l j .JI A^LAAI jcjJajJ (Jill Jalajll ( j * JJ^»1I J 4-1 4JJJJIA1I t>ol_j»ll j 

.olujyi ^ i <«-« J*1«J1I ^ <i« oJl9lui!>U PHS-i^ AJ^£1I CjlL-all 

<k±iJA\\ Clli-all QTL-l l t > JJ^atll Aj1jjj«Jill AJaijiJl J j - i jJ AILUIjll oJA QA ^'till J*aUI 

^ j j t > j * « 420 • i i t ^Jiiuil Ja .(Genome Scan) ^ j ^ l ^ " ^ , i^J^3 if- PHS-1W 

* ' j ^V cr**^ ( • j j ^ ' j j ^ 24 ts^- L u l j i t ^ = - j j - (Microsatellite) O j ^ i ^ j j l w 

t > J J ^ 456 j J jV l J J ^ 1 i > J J ^ 20 i > ^ j ^ > CjiUlc 10 JJC Jic Genome Scan 

JJaj ^ j dJIiill JJSJI ( > j iLL 4202 <> ^ * -s^ J J ^ 1 1 4 j>Ui l l CJLU,U1I . ^ l i l l J j^ l l 

J i ^ i ' i t i gi l j j l l t > j .Regression Interval Mapping <LjL i^Ja\Ji JUa.1 d j ^ l l CJUUJ 

SJA uJc.1 (jj (JSAJ-JI I>> J 28 J 27 '10 '8 '5 dUjjjx>jj<L!l ^Ic Q T L J J ^ J h^-

.->MI-S|| i j j j C5̂ ! '. (j-"/*^ -̂  - • ~" Cjjj^ AjJltA\ A jui'ill 4ii a JlLo L_llil\j AJaJJjA ' * 'I »• —̂  

AiLja^U t(%TV) ^"pl l UJJ J ! J W V M^11 ClUUu-a ( j j j l Ajjlall Aiuull 4 (%RV) 

l_llill •" 'I -I - • ~\ (JLaa.VI t j j j ^ ' J ! cW^' (-Jill j»Loj-a ( j j j l Ajjlall ^ u.iill Ai-a J J 

c j l i - J l 4>.lj j l l JlSlI f j j j ^ j jSUI J c . j B IJJU-»=LJ AjjiuJI QTL-31 ^h«« .(RATIO) 
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^JfcJ) (JrfT^Ult 



ILio^JI ^IJ*J1 ̂ 1 * > ^ L i J h ^ ^ J lo ̂ 11 j j k J 



fi\&\ 

^ 1 AJLUJJ]! eJlA (J^\ 

^ U a i i l ^ ^ l 

<s*\ J tjA L^\ 

SUaJl j\y*A (^ (jj\£j& ^ i j 

"fUj .. >* .. <^" tftfji J ̂ J J ̂ J 

A^ll^jJj^^Li^lj 

@*E$ 


